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Abstract
The Integral SatCom Initiative (ISI) is an ICT European Technology Platform led by European SatCom industry
and supported by the European Commission to address Satellite Communications (SatCom) strategic research
challenges. It currently gathers more than 190 members organizations representing all the European SatCom
industry stakeholders from 28 different countries. It includes members from manufacturing industry, network
operations and service provision, SMEs, research centres and academia, European and National Institutions.
ISI is an open platform that cooperates with the European Space Agency (ESA), the EU and ESA Member
States and Associated States, the National Space Agencies, International Organizations, User fora, and other
European Technology Platforms. ISI fosters international cooperation under a global perspective.
This document specifies the Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda of the ISI Technology Platform. It
addresses the overall development of satellite communications in Europe over the next 10 years. In doing so, it
shows that satellite communications has strategic relevance for Europe, and identifies medium and long term
strategic objectives.

Disclaimer
This document contains material, which is the copyright of certain ISI members, and may not be reproduced or
copied without permission.
All ISI members have agreed to full publication of this document.
The commercial use of any information contained in this document may require a license from the proprietor of
that information.
Neither the ISI European Technology Platform as a whole nor a certain member of ISI warrants that the
information contained in this document is capable of use, or that use of the information is free from risk and
accepts no liability for loss or damage suffered by any person using this information.
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1

Introduction

The first part of this document aims at identifying trends in SatCom architectures and their added value in the
context of the Digital Agenda related objectives:


Firstly, the potential contributions of SatCom to the Digital Agenda objectives is highlighted;



Secondly, the main enablers for emerging SatCom architectures, the related enabling technologies and
their impact on the performance, features but also economics in order to highlight how future SatCom
can support Digital Agenda objectives.

This analysis constitutes an input for the identification of the European SatCom industry research and
innovation priorities.
The second part maps the identified enablers and related enabling technologies onto a list of concrete research
topics suitable for the next FP7 and FP8 work programmes, classified according to the following groups:


Space Segment



Ground Infrastructure



Radio Interfaces



Networking



Terminals



Services and Applications
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3

Existing and planned SatCom architectures contributing to
Digital Agenda objectives

3.1

Relevant Digital Agenda objectives

SatCom solutions contribute to all identified Digital Agenda objectives but in priority to the two objectives
below:
3.1.1

Fast and ultra fast Internet access

In her speech on 17th May 2011 in Cologne, Commissioner Kroes underlined that “Europe needs growth.
And in my view ICT investment is the best way to achieve it and spread it relatively evenly.”.
This is inline with the statement of the Digital Agenda where the need for very fast Internet is recognized for
the economy to grow strongly and to create jobs and prosperity and to ensure citizens can access the content
and services they want.
This argument is that the future economy will be a network-based knowledge economy with the internet at
its centre. Europe needs widely available and competitively-priced fast and ultra fast Internet access.
In this context, the Europe 2020 Strategy has underlined the importance of broadband deployment to
promote social inclusion and competitiveness in the EU and restated the objective to bring basic broadband
to all Europeans by 2013 and seeks to ensure that, by 2020,
(i)
all Europeans have access to much higher internet speeds of above 30 Mbps
(ii)
50% or more of European households subscribe to internet connections above 100 Mbps.
To reach the 30 Mbps internet access for every European Households it is well acknowledged that SatCom
based solutions will be necessary at least to connect those ~10 M House Holds in the low density populated
areas that will not be addressed by the terrestrial solutions be they fibre or wireless based.
This requires to develop Satellite broadband access solutions with increased throughput and performance in
order to sustain the traffic evolution which is mainly driven by the video consumption and hence feature
higher bandwidth per house holds especially during the busy hour.
It also requires to develop low cost Customer Premises Equipment as well as low cost installation.
3.1.2

ICT-enabled benefits for EU society

The Digital Agenda states that “The digital society must be envisioned as a society with better outcomes for
all. The deployment of ICT is becoming a critical element for delivering policy objectives like supporting an
ageing society, climate change, reducing energy consumption, improving transportation efficiency and
mobility, empowering patients and ensuring the inclusion of persons with disabilities.”
Indeed these objectives are related to several EU Grand Societal Challenges as identified in a preliminary
manner by the Lund declaration (see [Ref4.] ):
In that context, thanks to their dependability/resilience and ubiquitous access properties, SatCom can be
profitably exploited in the following application domains and enabled smart infrastructures in support of
selected EU Grand Societal Challenges:
o Transport and mobility: SatCom can help to alert about events (e.g. accidents, traffic jams, local
bad weather conditions) impacting the traffic at regional level and provide guidance to the public and
private transport resources, the travellers and decision making tools via fixed or mobile broadcast
systems. SatCom can also support asset monitoring anywhere beyond terrestrial reach (low density
populated areas, over seas) and hence ensure a permanent status report.
Integral SatCom Initiative
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FISI Project - contract n°257118

o

o

o

o

o

ISI_SRIA_v1.00.doc

Energy: SatCom are well suited in the Smart Grid eco system to monitor the power grid and
contribute to secure the energy supply. In particular, it can optimise the efficiency of the global
monitoring and black-out management. Furthermore, telecom satellites can easily back-up high
availability links of the communication and control network in critical parts of the smart energy
grids.
Security: Thanks to their inherent dependability, and ubiquitous access capability, SatCom are key
component of telecom infrastructure for security missions given the strong requirements for
availability anywhere anytime, as well as in emergency situations where exact and timely available
information content is essential for security related missions such as crisis management with the
coordination of first responders, rescue teams and survivors .
Content (Culture, knowledge, Digital literacy, skills and inclusion): SatCom can assist in a cost
effective manner the delivery of high resolution content in areas beyond reach of any terrestrial
access system (e.g. efficient Ultra HD and 3D content delivery to low density populated areas but
also on board vessels, aircraft, trains, buses or light vehicles). By connecting people around the
globe, SatCom also contribute to protect and promote the diversity of cultural expressions.
Healthcare: to assist patients under medical treatment in their homes and interconnect hospitals and
medical teams in low density populated areas. Moreover, as the need for improving healthcare in
rural and low density populated areas intensifies and the importance of bringing the international
medical community together in the years ahead grows, SatCom are ideally positioned to facilitate the
flow and sharing of medical expertise and information between medical centres and contribute to
empower the patient.
Environmental monitoring: SatCom are ideal to collect in a synchronous and real time manner,
data from sensors deployed over a wide area (regional, national or continental), on board observation
satellites or on board Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). They can, also be used to relay the
collected measurements from earth observation systems to the relevant users for the early detection
of disasters (natural or man-made) and to provide alert and guidance services to rescue teams as well
as the population.
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3.2

Contributions of SatCom architectures to the DA objectives

The table below attempts to identify the SatCom solutions that will contribute to DA objectives:
Digital Agenda
objectives

Broadcast

Backbone
(Transport
domain)

Fast and ultra fast
x
internet access
Transportation efficiency
and mobility
Smart Energy grid

Broadband
access (includes
both fixed and
mobile)

x

x

X

X

X
X

Climate change

Healthcare

X

Governmental
systems
(incl. Fixed and
Mobile broadband)

X

Security

Digital literacy, skills
and inclusion (content)

Mobile Satellite
Systems (referring
to narrowband
and broadcast
services)

X

X

X

X

Comments

Broadcast solution will enable to support quadruple play
service offer
Handheld services are used for asset tracking while
mobile broadband access will ensure connectivity on
board public transportation vehicles
Broadband access and MSS via M2M services can be
used for the surveillance of the grid
Handheld, nomadic and vehicle mounted broadband
connectivity are needed for most security related missions
Broadband connectivity will be used to convey video and
image based traffic. e. g. environmental monitoring
Broadcast as well a broadband in the transport and the
access domain are needed for the provisioning of video
based services
Broadband connectivity are needed for remote diagnostic
as well as patient remote surveillance

X

X

Table 1: Contributions of SatCom architectures to the Digital Agenda objectives
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4

Impacts of emerging SatCom architectures

For each market segments, new SatCom architectures will be developed referring to new space segment
configuration, new radio interface technologies or even new network integration scenario with terrestrial
systems.
This chapter highlights the principles underlying the definition of emerging SatCom architectures in the
coming decade.

4.1

The main drivers for innovation in SatCom

To maintain the European SatCom industry market share or address the future targeted applications, great
effort need to be spent on innovative SatCom systems at both space and ground level in the following areas:


Performance: In order to support multimedia services, the maximum service rate capability, the
service availability (in time & space) and service QoS shall be improved in line with terrestrial
networks. This also requires an increase in terms of space segment throughput (for instance by
increased spectrum efficiency, by more efficient resource usage, …) to accommodate a larger
number of users as well as higher sustainable service rate.



Quality of Experience (QoE): New protocols and techniques that address improved quality of
experience via satellite need to be developed. The use of terminals shall be simplified especially in
its installation, set-up and operation including energy efficiency..



Cost: A decrease of the operational cost (e.g. cost per bit) requires optimised space segment
throughput but also simple network management process. Optimisation of SatCom development and
deployment cost requires reduction of space and ground equipment production costs as well as
installation cost.



Network integration (satellite with terrestrial systems): Further efforts are needed to improve the
integration of SatCom systems in Next Generation Networks at core network (e.g. IMS) and access
network home or remote local network environment level. In particular SatCom shall support unified
service delivery to end-user whatever access network and support mobility between satellite links
and terrestrial links. SatComs shall also prepare themselves to the possible ‘revolution’ of the
Internet (Future Internet, from the technical point of view)



Flexibility: It enables the reconfiguration of the satellite payload over operational in orbit lifetime in
order to best adapt to the evolving market conditions or to support a change of the satellite mission.
Flexibility may refer to the reconfiguration of the satellite coverage, frequency plan (with respect to
ITU allocations), polarisation, transmit power, capacity allocated to a specific service area,
connectivity scenarios between service areas (transponder, carrier or even connection). The purpose
of flexibility is to enhance the satellite operators economics by better answering their needs. It
provides a way to better mitigate business risks over satellite lifetime, when traffic and user need
evolve, and are also a way to generate additional revenues throughout satellite life time thanks to
higher transponder load.



Integration with navigation and observation systems: The hybridization of Earth observation,
navigation and telecom applications and systems will open the door to new services and applications
enlarging the SatCom market.



Resilience and Security: The SatCom service availability originates from the radio link availability
but also from the system (payload and ground network) availability and resilience with respect to
possible disruption.
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In order to achieve these above objectives, the industry shall undertake research and innovation activities in
three areas during the next 10 years:


Innovative spectrum usage: This refers in particular (but not limited) to a further optimisation on the
way to use the FSS and MSS frequency spectrum (by further reducing beam size in order to increase
frequency reuse factor, as well as by using a wider proportion of the total available spectrum for user
links), the use of new frequency bands (Q/V bands in the medium term future, optical band in the
longer term), and the evolution of the regulatory frameworks for bands currently exploited. For this
later point, techniques allowing spectrum sharing or opportunistic use of the spectrum (e.g. cognitive
radio) will be investigated, with however the permanent objective to protect satellite services against
any degradation of interference which would come for such sharing schemes with terrestrial
networks.



Innovative techniques, protocols and architectures from physical layer to service and application
layers, enabled by disruptive on board technologies like large deployable reflectors, smart antennas,
GaN, photonic, 65 nm (or below) CMOS process mode, reconfigurable and hardened FPGA, high
capacity micro-processors for data processing and traffic routing, (Open standard) Inter Satellite
Links. The future techniques for SatCom may also exploit on going R&D effort in the context of
terrestrial fixed and mobile telecommunication systems. In all cases, development of cost
competitive solutions shall always be considered as a key driver to consolidate development
priorities



Innovative business models involving public institution to facilitate/fasten the introduction of
breakthrough technologies as well as innovative product, architectures, services and applications
onto the market. This includes the federation of public and private R&D efforts and the stimulation
of the demand for innovative service by aggregation or other incentives. The development of
demonstrators and In orbit Validation experiments have also to be considered in that respect.

4.2

Emerging SatCom architectures principles

Emerging SatCom architectures aim at offering (see [Ref5.] ) :
o

Increased performance in terms of data rate capability;

o

Optimized operational cost thanks to increased throughput and optimized operation and maintenance
procedures at user terminals, network and space segment level;

o

Improved Quality of Experience

o

Increased space segment capability to support various

o

o

terminal profile and usage conditions;

o

service coverage configuration to accommodate temporary geographical service demand;

o

capacity distribution scenarios to best serve the traffic demand everywhere;

o

connectivity scenarios to support direct connectivity between terminals under the same
satellite coverage (mesh) or under different satellites (inter satellite links).

Enrichment of service offer thanks to integration/inter-working with terrestrial systems or other
satellite systems

Integral SatCom Initiative
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4.2.1

Towards heterogeneous satellite/terrestrial networks

There is an increasing interest to combine satellite and terrestrial components to form an heterogeneous
telecom network. There may be one or several objectives among the following [Ref15.] :


to extend service coverage



to provide a broader range of services



to maximise the spectrum usage via sharing



to optimise operational/investment cost



to provide path diversity for increased service availability (e.g. doubling of critical communication
link)



to minimise the energy required for transmitting an information by making use of the most efficient
technology available.

Each stakeholder will mostly be concerned by different aspects:


Operators and Service providers: cost optimisation, service differentiation and the control of the
subscriber



End-Users: seamless service access, device, subscription



Terminal vendors: hw/sw commonality



Network vendors: equipment synergy



Regulators : spectrum optimisation and service typology

ITU-R (WP4B) has initiated a document that attempts to clarify the notion of Integrated or hybrid Satellite
and terrestrial communication networks widely used but unfortunately referring to blurred concept. ETSI via
the Satellite Earth Stations and Systems Technical Committee (TC-SES) is also contributing into the debate
see (Work Item DTR/SES-00322: Definitions of hybrid and integrated Mobile Satellite Systems).
If one sticks to the regulatory point of view we can classify the combination of satellite and terrestrial
components according to two criteria:


Service offer delivery by both satellite and terrestrial components



Spectrum usage

The table below provides some example of systems falling into the different categories:
Spectrum usage

Separate spectrum
each component

1

Concept architecture 1

for Bi mode terminals with
possible
coupling
between both components
at higher layers or
network
management
level

Same service offer on Complementary service
both components
offer
on
both
components
For example, Thuraya This applies for example
terminals offer 2G mobile to broadcast service via
telephony services via satellite and broadband
GSM
or
Thuraya service via ADSL.
network. It may also refer
to broadband access via
fibre/cable network in
urban areas, wireless
systems in sub-urban
areas and satellite in

see [Ref7.] for further details
Integral SatCom Initiative
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1

Spectrum usage

Concept architecture

Allocated
spectrum
shared between both
component but operating
in separate frequency
bands
Both
components
operating in the same
frequency band of a given
allocated spectrum

CGC system concept with
a coordination of the
frequency band allocation
between both components
Specific configuration of
a CGC system with the
coupling
of
both
components’
radio
resource management

Same service offer on Complementary service
both components
offer
on
both
components
rural areas
For example L band Typically broadcast via
(LightSquared) and S satellite
and
band (Terrestar) in North telephony/mobile
America
broadband
via
the
terrestrial component
This is envisaged to This could be made
provide mobile broadcast possible thanks to MIMO
interference
services (e.g. DVB-SH or and
EDSR technology) and/or mitigation techniques or
data collect (e.g. S-MIM operational constraints.
technology on the return For example, an indoor
link). For example via the CGC component sharing
S band ICO-G1 or the same band as the
satellite component.
Solaris satellites

Table 2: Typology of heterogeneous satellite/terrestrial networks
Common and Complementary service offer can also be envisaged on both components. Given link budget
constraints, the satellite component may only provide a subset of the service offered by the terrestrial
component. For example, this could be achieved with a specific waveform using techniques like hierarchical
modulation allowing to offer a basic quality service (e.g. mobile TV) via satellite and enhanced resolution
via terrestrial component.
Other combinations of satellite and terrestrial components are also possible in the backbone with for
example:


Satellite backhaul service to remote local access network



Satellite service delivery to access point



Doubling of a critical terrestrial link by a satellite link (and fast traffic rerouting)



Multicasting in future information centric networks

Last, one should mention the interest for a combined broadband and broadcast service offer via two satellite
component.
4.2.2

Towards System of Systems

New services opportunities will be made available with a hybridization of SatCom with other satellite
applications, namely Earth Observation and NAVigation.
Coupling scenario
SatCom
and
Global
Navigation Systems

Rationale
Satellite To deliver Location based services
To optimise the SatCom radio resources management
To use timing for improved synchronisation
To improve positioning accuracy: e.g. with Logical assistance
channel
To improve Navigation service integrity (e.g. EGNOS)
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Coupling scenario
SatCom and Earth
Satellite systems

Rationale
Observation Data relay to overcome the revisit time associated to low earth
orbiting earth observation system

SatCom, Global Satellite Navigation To increase efficiency in tacking grand societal challenges such as
management,
environmental
monitoring,
energy
System and Earth Observation Satellite crisis
sustainability, transport and mobility
system
Table 3: Integration Scenarios

4.3

Enabling technologies for ermerging SatCom architectures

This section details the main technical enablers supporting the characteristics of emerging SatCom systems.
It doesn’t identify in details the needed technologies and products (see [Ref6.] ).
4.3.1

Increased service performance

The achievable service data rate depends on the antenna gain and RF power of the transmitter, the figure of
merit (G/T) of the receiver and the efficiency of the waveform. To achieve high service rate with affordable
terminals in terms of cost and size, leads to maximize the satellite antenna gain and its RF power
performance while ensuring very fine pointing accuracy. This favours the use of large reflector, powerful
platforms and efficient waveforms. The narrower footprint of these reflectors can be compensated by multibeam coverage. Interference in such systems becomes and important quality determinant and mechanisms to
manage or cancel interference are needed.
Upcoming High frequency SatCom implementing multi-beam technology and operating in higher frequency
band to support high service rates.
Low frequency SatCom, targeting handheld devices with omni directional antenna are able to deliver service
rates up to 1 Mbps on the forward link and few tens of Kbps on the return link. The service rate can be
further increased on the return link using terminal with laptop form factor device and sufficient transmit
power.
While high frequency band SatCom are able to scale with the broadband traffic evolution, low frequency
band SatCom will best offer broadcast and messaging services to scale with the traffic demand.
4.3.2

Optimized operational cost

The most effective way to reduce Operational cost is to increase satellite throughput beyond the present
capabilities. The more the throughput is, the more the addressable end users and revenues become. Other
cost reduction factors are faster terminal installation/set-up process, simple network management process
similar to the ones used for terrestrial systems and, in general, reduction of space production costs by new
technologies and solutions at Payload and Platform level.
The satellite total throughput depends on the same performance factors as service rate and also on the total
available bandwidth. This available bandwidth can be increased, as in the ground wireless networks, by
enlarging the number of beams and re-using the spectrum.
Further enlargement of SatCom throughput can also be achieved thanks to progress with the implementation
of


New Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) and distributed diversity techniques to optimize
satellite link performances in extreme weather and mobility conditions;



Advanced Radio Resource Management (RRM) schemes based on cross layer techniques;
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Interference mitigation techniques to provide robustness/protection over adjacent satellite, cochannel and adjacent channel interference;

Up to recently, broadband access service offers were mainly based on satellite operating in Ku band initially
optimized for broadcast services in a single beam usually over a regional area (typically 7° by 4° beamwidth)
and typically providing less than 5 Gbps of throughput of broadband traffic. Multi beam satellites operating
in Ka band start to be deployed and can increase the throughput by at least an order of magnitude. KaSat
from Eutelsat (launched end 2010) provides for example 70 Gbps throughput via 80 spots with <0.5° beamwidth. The throughput can be further increased (towards Terabits satellite) with more challenging antennas
and payload techniques (<0.3° beam-width), high power platform, smart system design approach and
exploiting Q/V frequency bands on the feeder link, where the useful spectrum is about 3 to 4 times greater
than in Ka band.
Most recent low frequency SatCom based on Geo-stationary satellites operates in L and S band and use very
large deployable reflector (>15 m diameters). These large reflectors provide spot coverage (< 0.5° beamwidth) that allow extensive re-use of frequency. Further increase in throughout can be achieved using for
example diversity techniques such as MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) technology together with
innovative terminal antenna systems.
The throughput of Broadcast service satellite in Ku band can also be improved with higher power platform
and efficient scalable video/audio coding techniques to exploit the best out of varying radio conditions and
enable 3D content communications (e.g., 3DTV).
4.3.3

Improved Quality of Experience

While all services can be offered via satellite, satellite communication is inherently associated with long
delay and challenging channel conditions that require special considerations.


For GEO satellites acceleration schemes embedded in PEP’s have been produced which in
association with caching allow for equivalent QoE to terrestrial systems for all but a small
percentage of gaming applications.



For LEO and MEO systems the latency is less of a problem but the routing protocols around
constellations need to be optimised for service provision.

In very high reliability systems error resilience can be achieved by use of Delay Tolerant Networking
(DTN) although this needs further investigation.
QoE for satellite delivery is an area that can benefit from further research and will be key in establishing
future integrated systems.
4.3.4

Increased space segment capability

4.3.4.1

Terminal profile and usage conditions

Upcoming SatCom by now provide services to wide range of terminal profiles and usage conditions using
the same space segment in order to aggregate as many markets as possible. Low frequency SatCom are
serving handheld, laptop form factor as well as terminal on vehicle like vessels or aircrafts. Similarly, High
frequency SatCom are addressing fixed, nomadic and vessel mounted terminals.
In all cases, further efforts shall be spend to reduce the terminal form factor, set-up time and pricing. Low
frequency SatCom should support cellular handheld device with dual ground and satellite connection
capability. High frequency SatCom systems should serve low profile vehicle mounted terminals or highly
transportable nomadic devices.
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This will impact the satellite performance in terms of Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) and G/T but
also requires implementing reinforced interference mitigation, energy saving schemes as well as coupling
with Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) to fasten and ease the terminal set-up.
4.3.4.2

Capacity distribution scenarios

The wide coverage of existing Satellites can easily aggregate the traffic demand of widely dispersed
terminals. In a multi beam SatCom, the traffic is aggregated over a smaller beam area; the smaller the beamsize, the larger the potential traffic congestion in some beams and unused radio resources in other beams.
This leads to design new payload and system architectures capable to dynamically allocate capacity
according the real needs.
The implementation of this flexibility in capacity allocation between beams may be achieved through


flexibility in allocated power per beam by flexible high power amplifiers or multi-port amplifier
architectures; flexible payloads in the frequency domain or beam hopping in the time domain.



flexibility in beam bandwidth by use of on board processing with reconfigurable RF filters, flexible
wideband converters. RRM schemes exploiting ACM techniques can cope to mitigate interference in
some applications.

4.3.4.3

Connectivity scenarios

Most SatCom systems operate on a star network topology with a central hub serving a set of terminals. All
the traffic is conveyed to and from the hub interfacing to the public internet. Some SatCom systems can
support mesh connectivity with reduced latency in terminal to terminal communications. However, this
technique requires specific radio carrier transmission to be set-up between the terminals, lead to sub-optimal
use of the satellite transponder resources and force complex RF transceiver implementation in the terminals.
More advanced satellites embark digital transparent processor able to switch channels or even carriers with
improved flexibility in the connectivity.
On board regenerative processors (AmerHis on the Amazonas satellite, or SkyplexNet on the HotBird
satellite) are already capable to switch terminal connections.
The perspective is to increase the digital transparent processor and the on board regenerative processor
(router) capabilities to obtain:


Flexible routing of channels, carriers, connections or packets;



Processing of a higher number of inputs/outputs and bandwidth;



Support of direct connectivity between terminals under the same satellite coverage (mesh) or under
different satellites (inter satellite links).

Moreover, smart payload design should be developed to support partial mesh connectivity capability. This
will allow maximizing the satellite performances while providing the necessary flexibility in connectivity.
4.3.4.4

Service coverage configuration

In some cases, it could be desired to readapt the original satellite radio coverage to new service demands; it
is the typical case of humanitarian or rescue missions that require strong capacity in an unpredictable
location in the world and for limited amount of time.
This important feature requires techniques to dynamically reconfigure antenna footprint to cover contiguous
or non contiguous small areas on a given region.
This can be achieved adopting active or semi-active antennas based on Direct Radiating Array (DRA) or
Focal Array Fed Reflector (FAFR) together with digital beam forming networks.
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Furthermore advances in Digital Beam-forming Techniques would allow beam forming at packet or burst
level so that, ultimately, future satellites will be able to implement Space Diversity Multiple Access scheme
(SDMA) where each terminal or co-located terminal is served with a beam concentrating nearly all the
available capacity.
4.3.5

Enrichment of service offer

Heterogeneous satellite/terrestrial networks or Hybridization of several satellite application systems requires
more or less integration or interoperability between the components.
The coupling may take place at spectrum, service, terminal, network level.
For example, SatCom systems shall evolve to provide an integrated role in the deployment of Next
Generation Networks and the associated telecommunications services. In particular, SatCom shall support
the unified service delivery to end-user whatever the access network and support mobility between SatCom
links and terrestrial communication links (vertical hand-over).
This requires to


Evolve the SatCom architecture with the Separation into “Access Stratum” (satellite specific) and
“Non-Access Stratum” (multi access technology), for the seamless support of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) protocols;



Adapt the emerging SatCom to Future Internet services and protocol stack;



Combine satellite and terrestrial component resources to offer service continuity over 100% territory
(also in rural areas) and/or an optimized service delivery based on aggregated bandwidth from
different access networks.

4.3.6

Research priorities

From a market point of view and taking into account the identified technical enablers, we can already give a
tentative priority for research topics in the next 10 years:
SatCom market segments

Space segment

Ground network and system aspects

Broadcast

++ (e.g. performance
enhancement)

++ (e.g. low cost and self installed
hybrid terminals, spectrum efficient
waveforms)

Backbone

++ (e.g. flexible payloads,
multi beam)

+ (redundancy, impacts of space
segment configuration on network
topologies and connectivity scenarios)

++ (e.g. Ultra wide band
spectrum, exploitation of
higher frequency band, very
small beams)

+++ (e.g. low cost self installed
terminals)

+ (e.g. performance
enhancement)

++ (e.g. broadband service, vehicle,
aircraft mounted low profile antenna)

++ (e.g. flexible payloads,
global coverage)

++ (e.g. mobile platforms for
broadband services, fast on-demand
access to resources, security features)

Broadband access

Mobile Satellite Systems (frequency
band < 3 GHz
Governmental SatCom

Table 4: Research priorities per SatCom market segments
+: lower priority;
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+++: higher priority
Much of the current research is aimed at single large GEO satellites but an alternative approach is to use
clusters of smaller GEO’s connected in orbit by ISL’s. The potential here is for more economic rollout of the
coverage area and provision of services as the demand expands. There are also advantages in reducing power
and launch requirements for the satellites. More research in this area is needed.

4.4

Non technical enablers

Beyond the technical development, it is important to address the potential market barriers (e.g. regulatory,
standardisation, business models, validation) in order to maximise the chances of successful market
introduction and remove technical and regulatory risks associated to technical innovations.
4.4.1

Regulatory framework

In case of new service concept or new spectrum usage, the regulatory framework will need to evolve.
Ideally, measures should be developed to facilitate the definition of harmonised framework in Europe and
beyond. The EU and the CEPT shall play a major role in setting up the appropriate regulatory instruments to
enable the authorisation of new services in Europe by National Regulatory Authorities. When frequency
allocations are at stake, Europe interests shall be identified, coordinated and defended in the ITU.
The following areas can be identified:
o

Unleashing the full Ka/Q/V band potential: In the Ka band, the CEPT is currently acting
towards making available additional spectrum for use for broadband terminal emissions.
This effort is supported by the satellite industry. Due to broadband traffic asymmetry, a large
amount of associated downlink spectrum is needed to unleash the full Ka band potential.
This downlink spectrum could be accessed only if consistent regulatory and technical
measures are in place to enable a robust satellite service, while ensuring the development of
the services present in these bands.

o

There are no dedicated satellite bands at Q/V and these bands will be needed for higher
capacity feeder links in the future. Co existence of satellite and terrestrial systems needs to
be investigated in more detail here.

o

Preserve critical SatCom bands: Certain frequency bands used by satellite services are
increasing targeted by other applications such as terrestrial mobile. In these bands, critical
satellite services are provided (e.g. C band FSS) and their continued development must be
ensured.

o

Investigate new sharing mechanisms: It is a known fact that sharing frequencies between
satellite and terrestrial applications can be difficult especially with mobile services. New
schemes should be investigated to enable the provision of satellite services in complex and
changing interference environments. This may include the recourse to cognitive radio
technologies with however the permanent objective to protect satellite services against any
degradation of interference which would come for such sharing schemes with terrestrial
networks.

o

Identify new bands for SatComs: New bands must be identified to meet the increasing
demand for satellite services. In particular, WRC-12 will decide upon new allocations for
MSS. Such allocations must be promoted, in particular in the 13/15 GHz bands. Also, there
are proposals for the work of WRC-15/16, to enlarge the allocation in the congested X band
for governmental SatComs. This work should be supported, while ensuring the compatibility
with existing services (especially Space science).
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4.4.2

In Orbit Validation for innovative space segment technologies/payloads

Given the intrinsic nature of satellites, which are deployed far out in space, bringing technology, product or
service concept innovation to the Satellite communication market implies to overcome several barriers,
linked to risk aversion, which requires significant level of investment. Risks result from the combination of


Technical risk since the proposed innovation items has never been validated in orbit;



Commercial risk when opening a new service with a technique that has not been flight qualified;



Regulatory risks when requiring a new spectrum or a new framework which may not be fully
secured at the time the investment on the space craft needs to be made.

“In orbit validation” is therefore of utmost importance since it alleviates most of the above risks and favour
market access thanks to the highly appreciated “flight proven/heritage label”.
In the past years, the space industry has benefited from higher public support brought by space agencies, to
develop and validate new technologies. In Orbit Validation was achieved thanks to technological satellites
procured by public agencies. Note that such institutional satellite projects required significant funding levels
and are usually associated to long development schedule. This long development cycle originates from the
necessity to accommodate schedule slippage due to technical issues, to allow time for fund raising and to
aggregate a sufficient number of items to be validated to “fill in” a satellite. This can lead to an excessive
delay not really compatible with fast time to market constraints for the introduction of innovative
technologies/products/concept.
In times of public financing crunch, alternatives to the technology satellites have started to be successfully
implemented. The main idea is to launch a technology piggyback on board a commercial satellite. This
enables to optimise both the launch and operational costs shared with the commercial mission and the
development cycle constrained by the commercial satellite. It also offers an interesting flexibility with
respect to the manufacturer’s product roadmap by selecting the most relevant opportunity among commercial
flights which outnumbers the institutional (agency and government) ones by at least a factor of 3.
4.4.3

Standards

Standards offer many advantages


To users: Safe, healthy, secure, high quality, flexible products and services; More likely to be
supported by applications or accessories vendors



To business



o

Opportunity for new vendors

o

a solid foundation upon which to develop new technologies

o

an opportunity to share and enhance existing practices

To Governments, Administrations, Regulators: a good support throughout the life cycle of the
products/services

However the following aspects need to be considered before going to standards:


Cost/time: Time and cost to develop and maintain the standard versus, Cost/Benefits associated to
the offering of a standard product



Involvement of multiple different players: It gives larger pool of innovation but limits freedoms for
individual customisations



Markets: A trade-off shall be made between the benefits of a larger market but probably with lower
margins versus a smaller fragmented proprietary markets with higher margins
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The most relevant standard related organisations for SatCom systems are


European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) which is responsible via its Technical
Committee for Satellite Earth Stations and Systems (TC-SES) for the development of harmonised
standards for Broadcast Satellite Services (BSS), Fixed Satellite Services (FSS) and Mobile Satellite
Services (MSS) allocated spectrum, for the definition of satellite access networks (e.g. GMR-1,
BGAN, S-MIM, S-UMTS mainly for mobile satellite systems) for the interoperability/integration of
satellite network with terrestrial networks, the definition of Satellite Emergency Communication
solutions as well as for the definition of satellite based navigation systems;



Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) industry forum: which has defined the popular DVB-S2 radio
interface for broadcast services. It is currently defining the 2nd generation of the Return Channel via
Satellite (DVB-RCS2) that combined with DVB-S2 used as forward link will support fixed and
mobile broadband services with increased performance compared to DVB-RCS. A potential DVBS3 may well be defined in the coming year with increased performances compared to DVB-S2.

The table here below summarizes the current standards adoption in the different SatCom market segments:
SatCom
segments

market Worldwide market size in
number of terminals

Standard and proprietary systems

Broadcast

Hundreds M

Mostly standards DVB-S progressively replaced by
DVB-S2

Backbone

Hundreds k

Point to point systems: mostly standards with IBS-IDR
progressively replaced by DVB-S2
Access systems: Mostly proprietary systems

Broadband access

Currently several M

Mostly proprietary systems based on DVB-S/S2
forward link; DVB-RCS market share still limited
(<20%)

Mobile
Satellite
Systems (frequency
band < 3 GHz

Several M

GEO systems:ETSI SL family for Inmarsat BGAN (the
market leader); ETSI GMR-1 3G for Thuraya, Terestar,
ICO; ETSI GMR-2 for
AceS
LEO systems: Iridium, Globalstar: proprietary systems
given the specificities of the constellation’s orbit and
spectrum

Governmental
SatComs

Hundreds k

Point to point broadband systems: mostly standards
with IBS-IDR progressively replaced by DVB-S2
Access broadband systems: Mostly DVB-RCS systems

Table 5: Standard adoption in SatCom market segments
In the SatCom domain, standards adoption is mainly driven by:


Significant market size as per broadcast justifying the involvement of different players



Or markets subject to public procurement having strong interest in interoperability and avoidance of
a “lock-in”. (see action 22 of [Ref16.] )

With the market potential associated to fixed broadband access, a standard could emerge and take over the
market share of proprietary systems. However this requires to define a standard favouring very low cost
devices (purchase and installation) while supporting the required performances. DVB-RCS2 is one
candidate, but alternative options may be envisaged fostering synergies with technologies developed for
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other ICT markets (e.g. use of LTE on the return link). EC regulations should foster the selection of a unique
European standard for broadband access via satellite but let the SatCom industry to define it.
In its EC M/415 EN Programming mandate ([Ref11.] ) addressed to CEN, CENELEC and ETSI, the
European Commission encourages to establish space industry standards. In particular, this mandate defines a
standardization programme that shall concentrate on the scope defined by ten sectorial dossiers set out in the
phase 2 final report of Mandate M/415, among which:


Integration of Navigation and Positioning (NP) Applications with Telecommunications (TEL)
[Sectorial dossier 2];



Data Format for Information Exchange in support of applications which are defined in a "System of
Systems" environment (in particular inside and between Earth Observation (EO), Navigation and
Positioning (NP), and Telecommunications (TEL)) [Sectorial dossier 3];



Interoperability and Integration of Mobile Satellite Systems (MSS) and Fixed Satellite Systems
(FSS) with Terrestrial Systems in particular Next Generation Networks (NGN), and with Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) in particular Galileo [Sectorial dossier 4];



Disaster Management [Sectorial dossier 9];

This mandate is expected to foster standardisation of Emerging SatCom solutions and contribute to reinforce
the leadership of Europe also in the SatCom domain. This is a potential framework to define next generation
SatCom standards and promote them for wide market acceptance.
4.4.4

Business model: Financing the innovation

In the context of satellite communications, innovation may take place at different level:


Spectrum: Exploitation of spectrum unused or accommodating a new regulatory framework and
making a continuous more efficient use of the spectrum



Space segment: Orbit configuration, new concept satellite and payload improving performance,
coverage or bandwidth



Ground segment: terminals concept with improved usage conditions and performances for better
market acceptance, Enhanced radio resource management, seamless inter-working with other
systems (telecom, navigation, observation, satellite or terrestrial), satisfying the evolving and more
stringent user requirements.



Service & applications: New services/applications able to take advantage of the satellite system
characteristics and integration/interoperability with terrestrial communication infrastructures and
providing high user quality of experience.

Figure 1: Innovation at different stages of the SatCom development cycle
The level of risk associated to the development of an innovation will depend on


The delay to the market



The technical maturity of the technologies it is based upon
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On one hand, innovations at spectrum level is likely to trigger innovations at all stages with a high time to
market and risk level. On the other hand, the time to market of innovations at service & application is very
short. Typically, it will take 7 to 10 years to exploit a new band while it will take less than 1-2 years to
introduce a new service and/or application on existing/in orbit space segment.
The innovation cycle takes a technology (materials, components,
devices, manufacturing process etc) or techniques and brings it to the
market. Before a technology can be incorporated into a space based
system and sold to a customer, it has to reach a certain maturity
measured by its Technology Readiness Level (TRL). The space
industry standard define 9 maturity levels from “Basic principles
observed and reported” up to “Actual system "Flight proven" through
successful mission operations”. This 9 maturity levels can be
translated into 6 development phases covering Basic technology
research, Research to prove feasibility, Technology development,
Technology demonstration, System/sub-system development, System
test launch and operations.
Public financial support is needed especially during the initial phases
of the SatCom development cycle:


Exploratory studies on Spectrum usage



R&D up to in orbit validation of space segment products and
technologies and the necessary industrial tools that help to
reduce the satellite manufacturing cost and delay

Furthermore, public financial support to the deployment of future SatCom solutions will be needed to
address selected Digital Agenda objectives where there are evidence of market failure or no commercial
market:


Broadband access in low density populated areas: This was already in the EU i2010 objective but
never fulfilled. As broadband now refers to higher service rate, this objective will not be achievable
without significant public financial support. This however would be a unique opportunity to progress
the state of the art and the competitiveness of EU manufacturing industry in this SatCom market
which will be worldwide according to market analyst (e.g. NSR)



SatCom for institutional applications such as crisis management, critical infrastructure protection:
There isn’t any commercial market. Public financial support is also needed to develop SatCom
solutions targeted to the needs.

Given that it takes 7 to 10 years to deploy a new space infrastructure while it will take less than 1-2 years to
introduce a new service and/or application on existing/in orbit space segment, most private investment goes
into innovative services and /or applications but with limited innovation steps. New business structure should
be considered favouring also investment on innovations in space infrastructure enabling much larger
innovation steps.

4.5

Socio-Economical considerations

The economics differ between SatCom market segments.
We shall focus our analysis on selected markets:
SatCom systems addressing the consumer market (e.g. broadcast, broadband) have to align in price with
other terrestrial systems.
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4.5.1

Direct To Home TV market

The subscription fee for Direct To Home TV offer via satellite is expected to decrease. This constraints the
business case of satellite broadcasters which have to cope with the transport of TV programs with increased
resolution and hence bandwidth requirements (see [Ref13.] ) at the time horizon 2020:
TV program format

HDTV

UHDTV

Stereoscopic 3DTV

Screen resolution

“1080p”, to support all 3840 x 2160
HDTV formats

1920 x 1080 Multiview

Expected
required
2
bandwidth in Mbps

5 Mbit/s

20 Mbit/s

~ 13 Mbit/s

Nber of TV program
broadcasted per 36 MHz
3
transponder

10

2

4

Nber of TV program
4
broadcasted per satellite

400 - 600

80 - 120

160 - 240

Table 6: Evolution of TV programs bandwidth requirements at Time Horizon 2020
Increased throughput will enable to embark additional TV programs and reduce further the transmission cost
associated to the broadcast of TV programs via satellite as well as support smaller satellite dish with
increased market acceptance.
Hybridisation with an interactive link (terrestrial or satellite) will open up a new set of applications for value
added services to sustain the evolution of video consumption towards personalized, non linear and
interactive. In other words:


from linear TV (broadcast) with passive consumption of a video program assembled by a TV
channel editor



to non linear TV (VoD, catch-up TV, OTTV and PVR with internet TV, IPTV).

4.5.2

Backbone market

Also known as telecom satellite, these are used to provide connectivity service. Current geo-stationary
satellite communication payloads offer limited and expensive flexibility for reconfiguration before launch or
during the satellite lifetime in order to best adapt to the evolving market conditions or to support a change of
mission with a new regulatory context.


Flexibility may refer to the satellite reconfiguration in terms of Resource allocation over the service
area and connectivity scenarios between service areas to adapt to the evolutions of the traffic and
services (applications), to face various connectivity scenarios;



Frequency plan to support a change of orbit, regulatory conditions or satellite mission (e.g.
broadcast, broadband communications or VSAT communications)



Service area to address different businesses/business areas

2

Used to compute the number of TV programs in a 36 MHz transponder thanks to statistical multiplexing
Assuming DVB-S3 radio interface with ~1.45 bps/Hz spectral efficiency (10% improvement wrt DVB-S2
4
Assuming 40 to 60 transponders (36 MHz bandwidth) per satellite
3
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The purpose of flexible payloads is to optimize the satellite revenues throughout satellite life time thanks to
higher transponder load and in a mitigation of the operator commercial risks. Business perspective is
promising especially for TV distribution to TV head-ends, Content Delivery network, Virtual Private
Networks, and Backhaul for cellular and wireless communication. Such payloads can also secure the
business of a “fleet operator” with a single adaptive satellite used as a gap filler.
4.5.3

Broadband access market

Let us compare the evolution of the Gbps transmission cost with the successive generation of broadband
satellites:
Unit Ku band 1st gen Ka band 2nd gen Ka band 3rd gen Ka band
Capacity per satellite

Gbit/s

5 - 10

5
Gbps transmission cost over satellite Euros 30 to 60

50 - 100,0

150 - 200

> 500

4 to 8

~3

<2

Table 7: Evolution of broadband access capabilities
This trend shows the significant cost improvements brought by future satellites in Ka band. It is necessary to
accommodate an increase of the busy hour bandwidth required per home (BHBB) is expected to increase
from currently 60 kbps to several hundred kbps at the 2020 time horizon ([Ref12.] ). Still a satellite could
serve ~ 1 million Households.
To achieve a monthly subscription fee for broadband access via satellite comparable to broadband access via
terrestrial (~30€ per month), state aid is needed but expected to be overall lower than subsidies to fibre
optical network or wireless network in low populated density areas.
Given the addressable European market for SatComs in the order of 10 to 15 millions households in low
density populated areas, this corresponds to a potential market of up to 10 to 15 satellites.
4.5.4

Governmental and MSS market

SatCom systems for security are essential contributors and therefore the pricing aspects are less important.
However, future SatCom systems will outperform existing ones. Currently, the most used satellite resources
are


For mobile broadband services: Inmarsat where the transmitted Mbyte is priced 6 $ for standard IP
traffic (best effort) and the transportable terminal devices retail price accounts ~2.5 k$.



For handheld services: Iridium with voice calls charged ~1 $ per minute and a terminal pricing of
~1300 $.

Exploiting future Ka band satellite will allow to achieve increased throughput and service rate with reduced
cost compared to existing MSS service offer.
Here under are compared the cost of MB transmitted over different mobile infrastructure. Future mobile
broadband solutions in Ka band are expected to be well positioned with respect to the LTE technology.

5

This cost takes into account the total system Capital Expenditure costs (Capex) which is the amount of money that
needs to be invested to start service. Thus, it includes the spacecraft, launch, its control station, the gateways
needed for the service, project management costs and launch insurances.
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UMTS

HSPA

Service
coverage <20% of <20%
(territory)
Europe
Europe
0.03€
Cost
of
Mbyte 0.06€
transmitted
6
(CAPEX /throughput)

LTE

of <20%
Europe
0.01€

Current & future
MSS in L & S
band
(several
hundred of Mbit/s
throughput)
of ITU region per
satellite
>2 €

Mobile
broadband via Ka
band
satellite
(Several Gbit/s
throughput)
Continental (e.g.
Europe)
< 0.2€

Table 8: Comparison of Terrestrial vs. Satellite Mobile Services
With IridiumNext, the terminal pricing is expected to be reduced thanks to lower constraints on the antenna
and the RF front-end. In addition, thanks to higher throughput, the cost per MB will also decrease.

6

Excluding licence fee
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5

Enabling Research Topics

5.1

Space segment: High-Throughput, Flexibility and Reconfigurability

On the space segment side, key R&D activities shall focus first on optimising in-orbit capability for
broadband applications, as well as on enhancing the level of flexibility and reconfigurability of
communications satellites. These activities will take into account on the one side the long life cycle for the
design, procurement and launch of a satellite, and on the other side the market opportunity to offer
competitive and attractive services during the entire satellite lifetime, which is today typically 15 years for a
GEO platform.
The optimisation of in-orbit capabilities should enable to further reduce the cost per Mbps, which is one of
the key competitive enablers for serving the broadband market as depicted in the Digital Agenda expressed
by the European Commission.
Current generation high throughput satellites offer a throughput in excess of 70 Gbps per spacecraft,
enabling to serve around 1 million subscribers at downlink data rates around 10Mbps, with up to 4Mbps on
the transmit side. This generation of high throughput satellites has become a reality thanks to innovative
technologies (e.g multi-beam Ka-band payload, high performance platform) and are expected to become
operational in Europe from beginning 2011.
The increasing demand for more satellite capacity at lower unit cost will drive further technology
development efforts, aiming to double the capacity per satellite in-orbit by 2014-2015 and to approach the
terabits in the 2020 timeframe. For the first step, the critical areas for technology development will concern
the reduction of beam size (around 100 km diameter, while current state of the art is around 250km), the
ability to use wider spectrum. Impact of satellite platform performance is also to be addressed (better
pointing performance, more internal and external accommodation, power, thermal dissipation capacity,
larger reflectors, more compact repeater building blocks, easier and more efficient test process). The second
longer term objective, to approach the terabits at the horizon of 2020, will require the development of
disruptive technologies at all levels.
In parallel to these technology development efforts aiming at increasing throughput per spacecraft, flexibility
in terms of power, bandwidth and frequency allocated to each beam will have to be improved in order to
better use the satellite capacity. Dynamic reconfigurability of the coverage area in terms of number and sizes
of beams will be another important asset to cover, enabling e.g. to quickly set-up hot-spots over specific
regions where high capacity may be needed. This entails the need to pursue the development of
reconfigurable antenna systems (passive solutions, as well as active and semi-active with the objective of
getting cost competitive offers for the commercial market), allowing small antenna beams and high accuracy
pointing, as well as flexible satellite payload RF front-end to efficiently cope with different level of traffic
aggregation.
Ground networks and user terminal capabilities will be investigated as well, aiming to increase the individual
user download speed to at least 30 Mbps by the 2014/2015 timeframe, with a target to exceed 100 Mbps by
the year 2020.
Regenerative payloads are an additional step to consider for providing high flexible and reconfigurable
satellites systems, suitable for adapting the network for the service scenario needs. The key challenge will be
to propose fully in-orbit reconfigurable processors (Software Defined Payloads - SDPs), which would
ultimately combine the advantages of fully regenerative payloads with the waveform agnostic flexibility of
transparent payloads.
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Flexibility and reconfigurability shall enable on-space, as well as hybrid space-and-ground, beamforming
and multiuser detection aimed at increasing the overall throughput.
Whilst larger GEO platforms represent one solution to meet the above challenges, the use of clusters of
smaller satellites is an alternative approach which will also be investigated to assess cost and benefits for the
target markets here mentioned.
5.1.1

Markets and Resources

In this section we deal with the space segment which is constituted by the satellite payload which includes its
antennas. Of course supporting this is the satellite bus structure and the launchers to achieve the desired
orbits for the satellite service delivery. There are some limitations imposed by these supporting activities of
which the power to the payload and the physical accommodation within planned launchers are perhaps the
greatest. Looking ahead to 2020 the extended Alphabus will be capable of delivering around 22KW to the
payload (cf around 10KW average today) and this will limit the payload complexity and architectures.
Physical accommodation within the launcher fairing limits the solar panel numbers and also the larger
deployable antennas foreseen for mobile missions.
Another basic limitation is spectrum allocated for satellite use. For mobile systems L/S bands are already
saturated and Inmarsat have gone to Ka band for higher capacity services. C/Ku/Ka are all in use for fixed
satellite systems with C/Ku saturated in many parts of the world and Ka now being used for broadband
access systems—however only 2x500MHz is dedicated for satellite services. Above these Q/V bands are
being investigated today for systems coming into service by 2020 but there is no dedicated satellite spectrum
within these bands and some regulators have already sold off parts to terrestrial users. Above this there is no
satellite allocation until optical. Thus spectrum will continue to be a system architecture driver.
Satellite communication systems have continued to be designed and regulated within defined service areas—
Fixed (FSS)-Mobile (MSS) –Broadcast (BSS) with latterly broadband access being a special case of the FSS.
The trend has been to larger and larger GEO FSS satellites in order to increase the capacity and drive down
the cost per bit. This has been replicated in MSS and BSS domains for the same reasons. In all three areas the
demands for higher capacity in the service sector have driven this approach. It is foreseen that this approach
will continue but there are clearly limitations as mentioned above. FSS satellites in C/Ku bands have been
general purpose and flexible to accommodate changing markets. However the emergence of broadband
access Ka band satellites has seen a departure with the satellite and the ground segment being designed
together as a bespoke system to serve a particular market—the internet access in this case. Interestingly
mobile and to a certain extent, broadcast satellites have always been bespoke. This trend to bespoke satellites
will continue.
Options for non GEO orbits have been driven by global mobile coverage—constellations (LEO) and by
specific coverage demands-media (LEO/MEO) and developing country coverage (MEO). Clusters of GEO
satellites are fairly new but are being used for broadcast applications and the use of smaller clustered GEO’s
are an alternative to the larger GEO—they allow slower roll-out and improved resilience.
There is also a trend to ‘integrated’ satellite and terrestrial systems with the S band satellite plus CGC/ATC
gap fillers being a good example of this architecture. In some service areas this ‘integrated’ approach has
much to recommend it as it brings together the previously separated satellite and terrestrial operators.
5.1.2

Capacity and Throughput

As mentioned above capacity and throughput are major drivers to reduce service price offerings. With
limited satellite spectrum available, its reuse becomes the key driver in achieving capacity. Frequency reuse
in a multi-beam structure will thus be a key technology. Yesterday’s 1-2Gbps satellites with regional beams
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are already changing into today’s 10’s Gbps satellites with upwards of 100 beams and are leading the way to
the Terabit/s satellites for 2020 with several hundreds of beams.
The research challenges here are in the system designs to select the antenna structures, polarisation and
frequency reuse patterns that minimise interference between the beams of the same type. Interference rapidly
becomes the determinant of ‘quality of experience’ rather than thermal noise. As well as antenna design new
techniques of interference management and cancellation may be needed to achieve quality and capacity. The
antenna design also drives the number of amplifiers needed on board the satellite and as we have seen there
is limited power from the payload. Research issues here are the amplifier efficiencies, linearity and
bandwidth.
The architecture on board the payload is discussed in the next section. However techniques such as beam
hopping or scanning, although complex could help reduce the payload power demands. At the same time
they could also complicate the ground segment and this provides a good example of how both segments need
to be designed together in the bespoke system. Very high capacity systems are foreseen at Ka band and
above with carriers of several hundreds of Mb/s. There is a trade off between wide band carriers
necessitating wide band amplifiers and a larger number of smaller carriers. Either way wider band amplifiers
are needed on board future missions.
For very high capacity satellites the feeder links will impose high spectrum demands and necessitate moving
upwards to Ka/Q/V bands where more spectrum is available. The issues of rain counter measures are
addressed in another section but the space qualified payload equipment including amplifiers, LNA’s
oscillators etc need to be developed for these new bands. As mentioned earlier optical feeder links could be
an option and if used an optical payload would be needed with flexible telescopes and either coherent or
radio-over-fibre payload equipment researched. The adaptability of the on board telescopes to switched
diversity is also an issue.
As far as RF equipment is concerned it has not evolved much but more flexible systems such as SDR and
flexible filters with high rejection will be needed to control interference. This will be particularly key in the
restricted L/S bands at which frequencies there have been many innovations in terrestrial mobile which could
be used in payload designs.
Returning to antennas and mobile systems at L/S bands, the trend to smaller spot beams means larger
antennas and deployable structures which are already being used in space up to 20m sizes but will need to
increase to the order of 50m to keep pace with capacity demands. Here research issues are improved
deployment techniques, better materials to improve PIM performance and smaller and lighter feed structures.
As with the FSS multibeam satellites smaller spotbeams will require improved stability of the satellite bus
and improvements in on board sensors or the use of round loop control mechanisms to achieve pointing.
MIMO is a technique employed in terrestrial systems to increase capacity by using multiple antennas.
However the situation is different for GEO satellites where the spacing between the antennas is difficult to
achieve. The only possible solution here is to use polarisations as the discriminators and more research in
this area for mobiles could be interesting. The use of MIMO with clusters or with non-GEO’s is little
researched.
Capacity can be achieved by using clusters of satellites connected by ISL’s and has advantages of removing
the technology barriers for larger satellites. Architectures which split the components of the satellite—eg a
feeder link up and down interconnected by an ISL with a user terminal satellite up and down could have
merits. There are many other segmentations in split clusters that can be examined. Of course there are
downsides in the added complexity and power for the ISL which could operate at higher millimetre wave
frequencies as they are outside of the earths atmosphere or indeed optical. Tracking and cluster stability and
orbit control are interesting research topics.
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In this section we haven’t addressed BSS specifically but HDTV and multiview with 3D are drivers for
increased capacity and thus much of the research to higher frequency FSS applies to these as well although
the antenna issues will be different.
5.1.3

Flexibility and Reconfiguration

Satellite payloads up until now have been so called ‘bent pipe’ as the demand has been for flexibility. The
number of transponders has increased to around 40-60 per satellite in the FSS bands and the number of
amplifiers and other components has also correspondingly increased to require a physically large payload
and one that is more demanding of power. The configurations have remained the same for the last 20 years
and despite smaller and lighter components there hasn’t been much change. Looking to the future, research is
needed on ‘new RF’—a new approach to the RF front ends in order to produce broadband tunable
components and particularly filters with good rejection characteristics. The possibility of using new RF
design techniques or new materials needs to be studied. In this respect there is mileage in looking at both
nano-technology and optical realisations. Broader band and linear amplifiers are also needed particularly in
the higher frequency ( eg Ka and above) bands where efficiency and mass/volume and power dissipation are
important issues. At lower and intermediate frequencies, SDR principles can be used to ensure more flexible
and compact structures.
Antenna’s are key components of the payload and the pressures are to design more complex coverage
patterns using different polarisations. For FSS and BSS satellites regional coverage with contoured and
shaped beams now using shaped reflectors are standard but are bespoke for any satellite mission.
Dynamically changing such antenna patterns during the lifetime of the satellite is a subject for research.
More recently multiple beam antennas with hundreds of spot beams have been used for Ka band satellites
with multi frequency reuse. The types of frequency reuse incorporating polarisation as well as spatial
separation and the design of feed structures is a research area as are the beam forming networks. In such
antennas the control of interference between the beams is crucial as such systems rapidly become
interference rather than noise limited. Thus antenna designs should be driven by C/I and not only to optimise
gain. So far only equi-sized spots have been considered but to meet different traffic hot spots different
shaped and maybe frequency band beams might be needed. Similar issues are relevant to mobile systems at
lower frequencies (L/S bands) which have similar numbers of multi spot beams. An additional issue here is
the larger reflectors needed at these frequencies.
Currently 20m deployables are being produced and 50m is planned. Deployment represents a single point
failure and we need to research a more resilient approach here. An area of research would be to look at
virtual arrays in space formed of phased small satellites to allow orders of magnitude improvement in
antenna size.
As the number of beams increases routing on board the satellite payload becomes a bigger issue. With ‘bentpipe’ satellites the number of components rapidly outpaces the size and power available from the spacecraft.
In order to reduce payload equipment we can move to an OBP (On Board Processor) payload with on board
demodulation and decoding and baseband switching or routing, supporting cross and direct connectivity
between multiple numbers of beams. Commercially, there are some solutions as AMERHIS (TASE) or
SPACEWAY (Hughes) or IRIS (CISCO), which have adopted this approach which is arguably more
applicable to mesh than star architectures. There is need for research to really pin point the cross-overs here
and the advantages of full OBP. Research on OBP components has not progressed very fast in Europe and
maybe concentration on on-board components needs to be resurrected. An intermediate solution is to use
DSP to channelise and switch on board or hybrid architectures that combine DTP (Digital Transparet
Processors) with OBP. The DSP approach is used in the INMARSAT 4 satellites and at Ka band in the
HYLAS satellite in what we called a flexible payload providing flexibility in the frequency domain. DTPs
combined with OBPs target mesh multi spot missions with high throughput trunking and backhauling
carriers. Research in this area is needed on the granularity versus the flexibility and in comparisons with the
bent pipe and OBP payloads as to their applicability to different scenarios.
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Integration of future satellites into NGN or the future internet is another area in which more research is
needed in relation to IP functions on board for routing and switching. Interconnection with the new terrestrial
network architectures, protocol interfaces and new encapsulation schemes, need to be studied as to the
implications on board the satellite.
Another technique applicable to reduction of on board equipment is Beam Hopping. More than ten tears ago
the US ACTS satellite had demonstrated beam scanning across the US with a synchronised switch to pick up
traffic as the beam scanned over the location. Beam Hopping is a discrete version of this scheme in which
the beam is hopped in the time domain to a predetermined plan. Such a scheme in principle will allow a
reduction of the number of amplifiers on board as well as the power demands from the payload. Some recent
work has established the feasibility of the scheme but more research is needed in detail on both the space
segment and ground segment modifications needed. Beam Hopping is an flexible alternative to fixing shaped
beams on the payload. This is an example again in which both the ground and space sectors have to taken as
an integrated whole. Another example is the use of the smart gateway scheme in the ground segment which
has implications on the satellite architecture.
The use of DSP flexible, OBP and beam hopping/beamforming schemes all require additional complexity in
the satellite payload. Today the forming of beams is done at the gateway and weights transmitted to the
satellite for example but there are obvious advantages of doing the whole process in the payload. This is
especially true if we could envisage adaptive beam forming on the satellite to match traffic requirements.
Complexity of the DSP constrains this and thus a research area is in reducing the complexity and merging
processing across different functions. Low power electronics is also an area to be considered. Putting more
complexity on the payload increases the risks and resilience becomes an important consideration. Resource
allocation dynamically is needed to maximise the power/time/frequency domain and as satellites become
more complex with larger numbers of beams, resource allocation problems approach those of cellular
networks where research into self organising networks could also be applicable to the satellite case.
An alternative approach to a single large GEO satellite to achieve reduced cost/bit is to use clusters of
smaller satellites. Already we see FSS satellites co located at key orbit positions to achieve phased roll out
and greater orbit efficiency. At Ka band and above the move towards the Terabit/s satellite is pushing the
boundaries of spacecraft technology but we could achieve the same result by close clusters of much smaller
and state of the art satellites linked by inter satellite links (ISL’s). There are several configurations possible
in splitting up the functions currently provided on one satellite into several connected by ISL’s, possibly at V
band. Research is needed on such architectures and the ISL’s as well as satellite control within the cluster
and the advantages compared with a single GEO.
5.1.4

Interference and Management

As already mentioned interference is becoming the issue for future satellite systems. Work has been done on
the cancellation of the interference in the terminals and gateways using MUD ideas. In the forward direction
the complexity is an issue for a mobile system as the hand held has limited capacity. A fixed terminal would
not have so many issues. On the return link the cancellation would ideally be done in the satellite payload
where there is an issue of complexity and architecture. Research here is needed on algorithms and detection
schemes as well as reducing complexity. An alternative approach is to design the system so as to manage the
interference. For example to coordinate transmissions to minimise interference elements.
In the previous section beam forming was addressed and beam forming on board the satellite can be used to
cancel interference from various geographical regions. For example this could be applied to an integrated
mobile system that could then reuse frequencies between say rural (satellite) and urban (cellular) areas.
Adaptive beamforming on board the satellite has been used in military systems but not so far in commercial
systems.
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Spectrum is becoming a limiting resource in all radio systems but especially in satellites and thus we need to
consider its efficient use and mechanisms for sharing between systems both satellite and terrestrial. As
mentioned above beam forming on the satellite can help in allowing some reuse situations. Integrated
satellite and terrestrial systems with central management can facilitate frequency sharing and can be further
investigated.
The use of Cognitive Radio for frequency sharing has received much interest in terrestrial systems but so far
not much in the satellite domain. This area is basically concerned with the ground segment but there could be
consideration of Cognitive Radio on board future satellites and scenario’s that benefit from this concept need
to be investigated.

5.2

Ground infrastructure: Distributed Processing

The increase in the number of spotbeam, in the desired capacity per beam, and in the frequency reuse might
convert feeder links in a bottleneck. Hence, higher frequency bandwidth such as Q/V, but also laser
communications systems shall be investigated. In both cases, advanced diversity and fading mitigation
techniques are required to cope with atmospheric impairments. Multigateway architectures shall be designed
and implemented in order to support the high traffic demand through distributed processing of feeder links
signals, implementing, for example, distributed and joint multiuser detection and beamforming.
Moreover, regenerative payloads allow full-meshed connectivity and avoid the need of conveying all the
traffic through one hub, as in the typical star topology with a transparent satellite. Still, radio resource
management functionalities shall be active for the network to work properly. In absence of a central hub,
appropriate distributed radio resource management algorithms shall be designed and implemented in the
ground infrastructure.
Interference management and cancellation is also key and is facilitated by advances in processing as adaptive
beam forming on board.
5.2.1

High capacity feeder links

The increasing number of spotbeams, together with a desirable high capacity per beam might lead feeder
links to a bottleneck. In order to overcome this limit high capacity feeder links need to be investigated.
Within this context promising research trends are toward higher frequency bandwidth such as Q/V bands,
and laser communications systems. Although Q/V bands are attractive for their large amount of frequency
bandwidth that the satellite can use, they are severely limited by the radio-wave propagation through the
lowest layers of the atmosphere; with this aim specific techniques need to be implemented in the satellite
system to guarantee the capacity, the availability and the quality of service. As the operating frequency is
increased, the attenuation due to atmospheric gas, clouds and rain becomes more severe; the direct
consequence is the need to implement high system static margins, in order to minimize the service outage.
However, technology limitation (on both terrestrial and space segments) combined with cost efficiency
requirements refrain from considering fixed static margins as the only mean to compensate propagation
impairments at high frequency bands, and push towards the implementation of Fade Mitigation Techniques
(FMT).
On the other hand, the advantages of optical communication compared to radio wave communication include
a wider bandwidth, a larger capacity, lower power consumption, more compact equipment, greater security
against eavesdropping, and better protection against interference. Moreover, the demand for high-data-rate
transmissions is increasing. Laser communication systems should play an important role in such high-datarate communications. However, maintaining a line of sight between the transceivers is particularly difficult
due to the small divergence angle of laser beams. Thus, ensuring steady operation of the on-board optical
terminal and successfully completing many in-orbit demonstrations of free space optical communications are
important goals leading to commercial applications. Moreover, laser communications still suffer the
atmosphere attenuation as the Q/V bands communications.
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The aforementioned clear sky effects can be counteracted independently by the ground terminals using
uplink power control techniques when transmitter power is increased to counteract fade or decreased when
more favorable propagation conditions are recovered so as to limit interference in clear sky conditions and
therefore to optimize satellite capacity. With this aim the research and develop has to be also focused on
efficient very high power amplifiers in Q/V bands. At optical wavelengths, precipitation effects like rain
become less of an issue; however, free-space optical Earth-space links will suffer from low availabilities due
to clouds and fog.
High capacity feeder link is also required in order to support the planned Ka band high capacity. Innovative
modulation and coding is required as well as specific components that will support the very high throughput
and optimize overall system cost. In order to optimize the system cost and to support wideband transponders
there is a need to research and develop new wideband feeder links, including most probably the need for new
standards.
For increasing the capacity of feeder links a joint approach to laser feeder links and advanced on-board
satellite architecture can be considered, also jointly with the multigateway approach detailed in the
following.
5.2.2

Multigateway architectures enabling distributed processing of feeder links signals

Concerning multigateway architectures, they shall be designed and implemented in order to support the high
traffic demand through distributed processing of feeder links signals, implementing, for example, distributed
and joint multiuser detection and beamforming.
The smart multigateway satellite issue is important and only recently addressed in research. It is possible to
show that the routing between the multigateway satellites works to achieve the availability but the problem is
in the switching between the satellites and whether the fades can be predicted and the switching achieved so
as not to affect the user QoS. There are also issues on how the satellite payload will have to adapt. This can
be also made in connection with the optical feeders’ issue where the problem is how switch around the
optical uplinks to avoid the clear air and rain events. Within this context low-complexity distributed
algorithms are needed in order to enable the coordinated transmission/reception of feeder link signals.
When considering a multigateway architecture, multiuser schemes needs to be considered. It has to be noted
that the potential of multiuser schemes scales with the number of users; for exploitation of this promising
scenario, it is required to address the limitations of the feeder links, which in any case need to evolve given
their key role. If the use of higher frequencies is not enough, simultaneous distributed processing of several
feeder link signals is the next target. As a matter of fact, the corresponding scenario in terrestrial systems is
also open for future use, since it is well known that the coordination of base stations encloses higher rates,
although its complexity has avoided its implementation so far.
Moreover, regenerative payloads allow full-meshed connectivity and avoid the need of conveying all the
traffic through one hub, as in the typical star topology with a transparent satellite. Still, radio resource
management functionalities shall be active for the network to work properly. In absence of a central hub,
appropriate distributed radio resource management algorithms shall be designed and implemented in the
ground infrastructure.
5.2.3

Distributed radio resource management algorithms for fully meshed networks

Aim of the distributed radio resource management module should be the efficient cross-layer re-routing of
traffic away from gateways suffering more from atmospheric phenomena compared to the rest within the
coverage area. This concept has been tagged as “smart diversity” due to the fact that no extra high cost
gateways are needed. However, smart diversity necessitates the careful study of the optimal number and
placement of gateways taking into account the type (rain for high frequency RF, clouds for optical) and the
spatial correlation properties of the propagation phenomena at large scale.
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With this aim it should be also considered radio resource management techniques that take into account the
QoS of each carried data stream. Moreover a joint routing-radio resource management approach should be
taken into account in order to allow a feasible load sharing among several satellite links with a particular aim
in the meshed topologies.
A more challenging proposal is the investigation of opportunistic techniques of resource management not
only in networking but also in processing-computing. When two devices come into contact, albeit
opportunistically, it is a great opportunity to share and exploit each other’s (software and hardware)
resources, exchange information, cyber forage, and execute tasks remotely. This is what is called
opportunistic computing (OC). In OC each user can opportunistically leverage on other resources of the
environment, including those on other users’ devices. OC generalizes the concept of opportunistic
networking by considering the opportunistic use of any resource available in the network. Opportunistic
Networks and Opportunistic Computing (OC) could be a challenge in satellite communications. With the use
of layer-less OC in the ground infrastructure of satellite communications, new capabilities would arise, in
multiple fields. Terminals could increase the bandwidth or/and decrease bit error rate (BER) and latency, by
using resources from neighbor terminals/nodes/relays and also maintain a kind of QoS by giving priorities in
the flows (fully or partially context aware) on all communicated terminals. Each resource available in the
environment (from hardware resources like sensors, cameras, and CPU, to soft resources like databases,
pieces of code implementing particular functions, pieces of contents, etc.) can be seen as a service that local
and remote applications can invoke. The existence of neighbor terminals, relays or other infrastructure could
provide alternative communication routes in a geographical area not covered, or even assist the handover of a
terminal with seamless and lower possibility of communication failure during handover. Spectral efficiency
could also be increased by using resources from neighbors and/or adopting data from multiple interfaces of
terminals or with the use of MIMO technology. Opportunistic networks could also help in crisis situations
where e.g. OC could provide assistance on area mapping by accessing data of other sensors or terminals in
combination with data from satellite.
Interference management and cancellation is also a key research area to be considered whenever ground
infrastructures are designed. Their development has been facilitated in the last years by advances in
processing as adaptive beam forming on board.
5.2.4

Advanced Interference management and cancellation techniques

The problem of scarcity of spectrum is increasing. The satellite systems are usually suffering interference
from previously deployed fixed satellite (FS) systems. It is necessary to search on new mitigation techniques
capable to detect the interference, adopt protection measures (channel hoping, alternative modulation and
forward error correction schemes, etc.), in order to save the interference free operation of the FSS system,
irrespective whether a FS transmission is sharing the same spectrum.
Interference is becoming the major system quality determinant as the number of spots increases. There are
ways around this which either manage the interference in a system sense or cancel it. At the ground
infrastructures, such as gateways or user terminals, post interference cancellation (e.g., MUD) needs to be
considered. This will be the case for bent pipe satellites; however it has to be noticed that by using on-board
processing the interference can be reduced on the satellite. This issue is not related with this section that is
concerning the ground infrastructure.
The interference management and mitigation can be also faced by exploiting the cognitive radio approaches
for minimizing the interference between terrestrial networks and satellite ground terminals. The main
advantage of Cognitive Radio is to exploit at transmission level the unused spectrum resources by employing
intelligent sensing and reconfigurability characteristics. This will allow the coexistence of different access
technologies and thus exploiting the frequency spectrum better.
If the same frequency is strongly reused, the resulting interference when serving simultaneously many cofrequency users requires some sort of pre or post-cancellation process. In this regard, and following
terrestrial systems, MU-MIMO schemes seem to be essential to deal with this scenario, exploiting the spatial
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dimension by appropriate precoding when transmitting and detecting simultaneously the different users when
receiving at the gateway. Even further, some degrees of freedom exist to distribute this spatial processing
between the satellite beamforming network and the gateway transceiver, which could be potentially
exploited. Moreover, adaptive beamforming in combination with joint resource allocation and multibeam
processing at the Ground station can provide enhanced interference management adapted to the traffic
demand and the channel conditions.
A novel approach at the ground infrastructure is to use fully software-based techniques to implement
interference cancellation algorithm on GPU-based computers. GPU computing can open a complete new
way to design scalable ground systems that can be easily reconfigured when the protocol changes or new
functions are needed. Such an approach can be also considered for prototyping fully scalable gateways based
on novel protocols, but it can be extended to a variety of different applications

5.3

Radio Interfaces Efficiency and Robustness

New satellite radio interfaces shall exploit synergies with terrestrial ones, pending they do not put into
danger the quality of service currently offered by satellite solutions, in order to maximize commonalities and
thus benefit from economy of scale. In this attempt, it shall be ensured that the resulting radio interfaces
contain all of those elements that are essential to enable high performance also in satellite environments. In
particular, performance shall be interpreted as spectral efficiency, flexibility, robustness, power
consumption, and impact on ground, space and terminal segments.
In this perspective, several research areas are considered fundamental to be explored in support of SatCom,
such as:


cognitive radio



cooperative communications



multi beam/feed transmission techniques



interference management



waveform design



fading and channel impairments countermeasures



channel modelling



flexible radio interfaces approaches for QoS.

5.3.1

Cognitive radio

Enabling flexible dynamic and efficient spectrum usage is a fundamental target for hybrid satellite/terrestrial
systems in order to maximize the exploitation of limited frequency resources. Spectrum sharing among
satellite systems and terrestrial systems will become fundamental for future high capacity systems. In
particular, all frequency bands should be available for Satellite Communications services, thus, avoiding the
current situation where blockage of spectrum availability hinders the full deployment of satellite system
capabilities. Excellent candidate systems to materialize the above flexible dynamic spectrum techniques are
hybrid or integrated satellite/terrestrial networks wherein the same frequency band is shared between the
satellite and the terrestrial components. Overlay and underlay cognitive techniques can be employed for
introducing secondary low-priority services without compromising the QoS of the primary service. In this
framework, mechanisms to predict interference and operational frequencies are necessary in all
FS/FSS/BSS/BS/MSS/MS spectrum usage scenario.
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5.3.2

Cooperative techniques

Cooperative approaches shall be addressed at all level of the architecture, from physical layer, e.g., code
cooperation, cooperative synchronization, etc, to gateway cooperation for user terminal management; from
multi-beam multi-feed cooperative joint processing for denser frequency reuse to architecture segments
cooperation, e.g., broadcast and broadband segment cooperation.
5.3.3

Multi beam/feed transmission techniques

Novel MIMO techniques are required to enhance the available data rate for mobile/portable users and allow
for reduced cost and reduced energy consumption of user terminals, providing new paths to the
implementation of "green" satellite solutions. Novel and promising proposals are the beam/feed space MIMO
techniques that allow for increased performance, reduced hardware complexity and lower costs. On the user
side, MIMO-enabled terminals equipped with dual polarized antennas can provide higher spectral
efficiencies.
Design of advanced space-polarization-time coding techniques to obtain full-rate and full diversity MIMO,
specifically in dual polarization/single satellite scenario shall be addressed. Focus shall be also maintained on
complexity aspects, hence smart decoding techniques, e.g., sphere decoding, shall be addressed and
compared with the optimal Maximum Likelihood approach.
5.3.4

Interference management techniques

Next generation satellite systems will be based on several hundreds of beams/feeds in order to increase the
system efficiency with denser frequency reuse. A key issue in this perspective is the efficient management of
interference. Intra and Inter-beam as well as inter-system interference shall be smartly managed in order to
achieve unforeseen increase in the spectral efficiency. The research shall be addressed towards applications
to multi-beam/multi-feed/multi-gateway satellite systems of advanced concepts like pre-coding techniques,
multiuser detection, interference cancellation, and interference alignment and coordination. Generally
speaking, new paradigms relying on the idea of exploiting the knowledge of the interference rather than
trying to reduce it by bandwidth segregation and/or antenna discrimination shall be investigated. That is, in
contrast with traditional interference avoidance schemes (passive treatment of interference), satellite
networks shall strive for a proactive treatment of interference. In this course, the latest techniques developed
within the terrestrial cellular community on interference management should be investigated in order to
maximize synergies between the two realms.
5.3.5

Waveform design

Special attention should be paid to the design of waveforms that serve all of the above. In particular, higherorder modulation schemes shall be jointly designed with advanced codes, such as LDPC, in order to increase
waveform efficiency and robustness. Integration with interference management techniques shall be
considered already at the design stage so as to introduce all of the necessary elements to enable a full and
efficient exploitation of the interference. Waveform design shall also embed elements to enable smart and
efficient countermeasures for non-linear distortion in both multi and single carrier systems, as well as
support for adaptive fading countermeasures. To this aim, channel estimation mechanism and pilot patterns
shall be carefully designed to allow the implementation of algorithms for communication link adaptation to
channel characteristics, keeping into account the hybrid terrestrial/satellite nature of the communication
channels.
5.3.6

Fading and channel impairments countermeasures

More flexible and general adaptive mechanisms shall be addressed at all level of the radio interface protocol
stack. In particular, mobile and higher frequency bands scenarios, characterized by more severe fading
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events shall be considered keeping into account the degrees of freedom which can be exploited under various
system constraints, e.g. average power or QoS constraints.
5.3.7

Channel modelling

Since channel effects and characteristics will ultimately impact on the design and performance of the above
described approaches over satellite, special care must be taken to furnish the most reliable channel models in
the foreseen scenario, i.e. fixed satellite systems (FSS), mobile satellite systems (MSS). Furthermore,
although the MSS channel exhibits to some extent similarities with multipath in terrestrial mobile radio
significant differences are presents. In this perspective, given that only few MIMO MSS channel
measurements are available, the issue of accurate channel model for MIMO MSS remains open, since no
proposed model can be thoroughly validated against experimental data. Also, future research efforts shall
address the modelling of hybrid satellite/terrestrial MIMO channels, including also dual polarization.
5.3.8

Flexible radio interfaces for QoS

Novel radio interface should have the capability to adapt themselves to different frequency bandwidths,
channelisations, as well as interference and channel impairments scenarios. Such adaptivity shall be also
reflected in the capability to provide multiple levels of Quality of Services, in dependence on the user needs,
system load and link quality. Flexibility is therefore also desirable in the selection of the most appropriate
medium access control scheme, where enhanced random access schemes can play a major role in many
concrete applications (ubiquitous messaging, smart grids, machine-to-machine communications, sensor
networks, etc…).

5.4

Networking Integration and Convergence

Fixed mobile and broadcasting convergence is an emerging technology, which aims at integration and
creation of a unified communication infrastructure from fixed and wireless mobile networks. In this
converged communication infrastructure, users move across networks and access services seamlessly using
different devices. The future all-IP network is expected to involve systems based on different technologies,
such as WiFi, WiMAX, 2G/3G/3G+, LTE/SAE and satellite. Integrated and hybrid networks must be defined
in the framework of ITU Next Generation Networks (NGN).
The cooperation between networks provides the realization and proliferation of alternate modes of
communications. This must be translated into advantages not only for end users, but also for services
providers and operators. For end users, in enables them to maintain a single number identify, unified billing,
ubiquitous and seamless connectivity, and access to a consolidated set of services. For operators, integrated
and hybrid networks reduces the stress on the available spectrum and last mile access network, operators
may improve signal quality to end users through efficient use of the different access network. It enables
operators to offer user-based services and gain customer loyalty.
Traditionally network architectures have been built to support specific types of services. Voice and video
over IP in one is boosting technology in convergence networks. To achieve a convergence network solution,
a multilevel convergence architecture is required. The multilevel convergence is based on four primary levels
built on each other: devices, application, services and networks.



Devices: a multi-modal and multifunctional devices for ubiquitous access and UI frameworks to access
services through a common client based framework.
Application convergence can be defined as offering unified instances of voice, multimedia and data
services across heterogeneous access networks. SIP is an application layer signalling protocol offering
seamless interoperability and flexibility with all types of networks as well as establishing control of
traffic sessions.
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Service framework implies the creation of a generic service framework independent of the underlying
networks to enable transparent services across heterogeneous networks. Its functionalities include
session awareness and continuity, user awareness across services, a framework for deployment of user
location independent policies, and enabling seamless roaming of terminals between network domains.
The IMS is the architectural framework for delivering IP-based multimedia services.
Network convergence making the user experience independent of the underlying access and core
networks. It implies leveraging the IP layer and IP-based technologies for delivering unified instances of
services across all networks.

An integrated and hybrid network must achieve service portability and continuity across composite networks
through the service network interface with ubiquitous access, involving any network, any technology and
domain and any administrative domain. The future architecture will be service oriented, the network will be
pervasive, and important application will include peer-to-peer application, video on demand and multicast.
The next generation networks paradigm should allow seamless mobile and fixed broadband access for
consumer and professional portable devices such as laptops, tablet PCs, PDAs and handheld devices. A
satellite complementary access when outside of terrestrial coverage is essential to reach 100% of the
population so to bridge the digital dividend as well as to guarantee the necessary level of dependability, for
the purpose of emergency communications and other societal challenges.
For scenarios based on mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs), the
presence of a satellite component could allow inter-connecting isolated ad-hoc clouds in a seamless and
efficient way. This combination raises significant challenges in terms of optimising network resources, link
availability, providing Quality of Service and minimizing costs and energy. In this context also the delay
tolerant networking (DTN) principle could be a viable trend to be considered when user mobility and low
coverage areas are present.
In all cases, to avoid spectrum shortages, the usage of techniques to increase the overall spectral efficiency
presented in the previous sections (network coding, ground based beamforming, multiuser detection, precoding, etc…) and, more generally, of advanced interference management paradigms aiming at exploiting
the structure of the colliding signals, requires also the design of low-overhead and highly efficient protocols
in order to be technically effective and to become cost effective.
An all-IP network is favourable when deploying an integrated or a hybrid satellite/terrestrial network
allowing a flexible resource management among different radio interfaces. Within this scenario,
multihoming techniques allow a transparent connection with several network interfaces at the same time thus
exploiting both satellite and terrestrial connections at the same time. This could be even more exploited if
novel vertical handover techniques are introduced between the terrestrial and the satellite interfaces.
5.4.1

Network management protocols harmonisation between satellite and terrestrial
networks

The convergence between fixed and mobile network is the new paradigm in the world wide
telecommunications network. Satellites are striving to become an important actor in the Future Network
Infrastructure due to they cover vast regions and sparsely populates areas, or in areas where terrestrial
systems have been destroyed by a recent disaster. A tighter synergy between terrestrial and satellite networks
and also among satellite operators would be leveraged through the foundation of network abstraction and
virtualisation architectures, which would offer new business opportunities by enabling the real time
brokerage and collaborative use of terrestrial and satellite resources and also their integrated management as
unified overlays.
The future ecosystem needs to take into account a number of common emerging trends consistent across
many future potential development scenarios. A key trend is the increasing consumption of digital
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information by customers in a multi-modal fashion, which, in some scenarios, requires the network capacity
to increase by a double-digit factor. The not so distant future is a multimodal one, in which users are agnostic
to access and expect ubiquity of service coverage, security and immediate satisfaction.
In this context, novel inter-domain network management paradigms would enable enterprise users and also
Virtual Network Providers (network resource brokers) to establish, manage and exploit hybrid terrestrialsatellite virtual network overlays spanning across several satellite and terrestrial operators/physical
infrastructures in order to fully meet their customers’ needs in terms of geographical coverage and capacity,
in cases when the coverage and/or capacity provided directly by a single network operator is either
insufficient or uneconomic.
5.4.2

Adaptive middleware to cope with new approaches such as dynamic spectrum
management sharing between satellite and terrestrial networks and cooperative
techniques

The assignment of frequencies for the operation of Satellite Networks or Terrestrial Networks cannot
continue being static as it is nowadays. It is necessary that the systems do search the usage of spectrum by
any applications / services and, consequently, assign the best operational conditions to protect from harmful
interference. There is a need of searching on the detection of interference, modelling of interference,
harmonization of spectrum usage databases and intelligent terminals capable to flexibly accommodate the
operational conditions to the evolving interference scenario.
The role of the middleware is to provide an abstraction layer to hide the complexity and detail of the
underlying communication infrastructure. A new concept of middleware could work as a "federation" of
modules with a common interface. Different modules will run on the various node of an hybrid network,
providing the required services to the upper layers and harmonising the different behaviour of networks (i.e.
jitter, delays, PLR).
The novel middleware to be developed should be able to manage different types of users (e.g., nomadic
users, mobile (even on high speed train) users, etc), in scenarios where satellite and terrestrial components
co-exist and can cooperate. In this context the middleware should be capable to manage the user connection
among the alternatives in order to satisfy the user requirements in terms of QoS and avoid any network
congestion or link budget problem on the network side.
5.4.3

De-centralised radio resource management algorithms

In order to satisfy the user demands in terms of coverage and bandwidth, where both satellite and terrestrial
links are jointly exploited, decentralized radio resource management should be considered.
Developing models for interaction among the various network entities is the key towards the development of
such algorithms. Mathematical tools from disciplines like Game Theory and Optimization can exploited to
devise these algorithms. Evidently, the de-centralized algorithms should be robust to network scaling and
malicious behaviour of the nodes.
5.4.4

Flexible resource management among different radio interfaces

In the context of convergence between terrestrial and satellite network technologies, it is necessary to define
flexible resource management tools among different radio interfaces in order to improve the spectrum usage.
The implementation of advanced cross layer techniques can improve flexibility and efficiency in resource
management.
Within this context clusterization of nodes should be considered as a viable alternative taking onto account
the possibility of reducing the signalling within same groups of node. Even if this approach could reduce the
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system performance may be considered when huge amount of signalling should be necessary for assuring
optimal performance.
Also, special and innovative compression techniques will be researched and developed in the field of
improving the resource management.
5.4.5

Vertical handover techniques between terrestrial and satellite interfaces

In a novel vertical handover, the selection of the channel should be made according to the broadest definition
of Quality Of Service. This concept is still vague and could be studied. Advanced techniques for channel
binding shall be considered allowing the VHO to exploit the available connections (i.e. in a mobile vehicle)
to achieve target QoS .
5.4.6

Satcom role in and support to Future Internet

Over the last years the impact of satellites for the Internet has been pushed by various technological
advances. Today satellites provide broadcast delivery to end users, content delivery to network head ends,
data distribution functionality, connectivity in the Internet backbone, Backhaul, as well as mobile, nomadic
and fixed broadband services in rural areas and handheld services. Moreover satellite systems are used as
reliable fallback for major links and operate as gap-fillers for mobile users and as a complementary
technology for ground components and terrestrial networks.
The Future Internet (FI) Architecture shall merge seamlessly future services and application requirements.
The core of the FI will be based on shared frameworks, technologies, common enablers and architectural
principles and must evolve from a set of communication-centric, content-centric, service-centric, resourcecentric isolated infrastructures to a polymorphic infrastructure.
Satellites comprise the following (non exhaustive list of) primary features which may have a major role in
Future Internet: (i) all the time: satellite networks are key to provide service continuity and robustness under
disaster cases; (ii) everywhere: especially in rural, low density populated areas, satellites are the most
economical access technology and provide the means to access non-traditional networks as SCADA sensor
networks. This induces also the potential of satellites to allow for/or accelerate the high-speed Internet access
in developing countries; (iii) native support for wide area broadcast / multicast; (iv) support for interplanetary communication and deep space networks; and (v) Satellites support security and content reliability
on an operational level, since the infrastructure is easy to protect, network management is centralized and
under operator control and the access to the network is strictly under control of the network control manager.
It is therefore necessary to study the applications and services that are typically susceptible of being used in a
satellite network, so that its evolution goes online with the Future Internet guidelines. The development of
future satellite systems will not consider only the network aspects as the connection bandwidth required or
the necessary traffic engineering, but also higher level factors (such as scalability, security, mobility,…) that
impose requirements to the lower levels.
A promising Future Internet (FI) technological solution which seems pertinent to integration with SatCom
networks refers to Information/Content-Centric Networking. It constitutes an alternative to the conventional,
IP-based internetworking, with information being identified rather than the host where it resides (which is
the case for IP networking). That is, rather than interconnecting pair of end hosts, FI information-centric
networks will evolve as a substrate for information dissemination and will be based on named data identifiers
instead of end hosts addresses. These identifiers relate to content and/or services. This approach appears to
be very promising in the Future Internet.
Especially, the Publish-Subscribe Internetworking (PSI) approach, seems well suited to SatCom because of
the related Broadcast/Multicast nature. A PSI architecture involves three major entities: the publishers, the
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subscribers and an event notification service. Publishers hold the role of information providers. They
advertise the availability of specific pieces of information and they provide these pieces of information to the
network. They perform these operations by issuing publication messages. Subscribers are information
consumers, who express their interest for specific information items by issuing subscription messages.
From a long-term perspective satellite should be compatible with the overall Future Internet. In this regard, a
macroscopic view of a potential migration from current Internet towards FI solutions underlies the following
main R&D features:
 Polymorphism: FI will consist of interconnection of different networks with a large degree of
architectural and technological diversity, encompassing both evolutionary and disruptive solutions.
 Information-/Content- Centric Networking: Rather than interconnecting pair of end hosts, FI networks
will evolve as a substrate for information dissemination and shall be based on named data identifiers
instead of end hosts addresses. These identifiers relate to content and/or services.
 Networks & Services Composition: FI networks will dynamically compose to answer to specific services
and applications requirements. FI networks will consist of generic components/services having a high
degree of autonomy and self management capabilities. The networking shall be based on semantic
descriptions of the components’ capabilities.
 Network Virtualization/Federation: In current Internet implementations, virtualization techniques are
regarded as link virtualization techniques or IP forwarding and provide merely traffic isolation. FI
virtualization involves partitioning of individual resources as communication links, routers/switches, etc
and abstracting functions/attributes with full customization and interconnection of Virtual Networks and
composition/ decomposition of control & management functionalities. FI networks will support
concurrent operation of different networks instances, Virtual Networks, over a single, shared
infrastructure to enable rapid development of new architectural solutions and protocols and provide
interworking facilities. Federation covers the aggregation of resources/ Virtual Networks and of the
multiple management entities.
 Network, Services and Context Awareness: In the FI, the consumer/end user–facing and the resources–
facing services/applications are aware of the properties, the requirements, and the state of the network
environment, which enables services/applications to self-adapt according to the changes in the network
context and environment
However, to meet the requirements of Future Internet (FI) and to allow for a seaming-less integrated satellite
component in the FI, further research is necessary. This may focus on delay tolerant and error resilient
protocols and applications, on-board processing and switching (already part of DVB-RCS NG/S2 interactive
broadband satellite networks), self-configuration, interference and handover management in mobile
scenarios. In a FIN, network nodes should be able to take advantage of spontaneous networking
opportunities and (mobile) devices which shall be agnostic to heterogeneous access technologies. Moreover,
already existing or applied techniques such as efficient random access techniques, Header Compression,
HTTP-prefetching, web caching, data compression and DNS caching need to be reconsidered. Additionally
inter-satellite link, on-board processing (OBP), on-board routing (possibly taking into account methods as
flow aware networking and protocol agnostic congestion management) and on-board packet switching on
various layers is and will be part of further research in the satellite community (aiming also at efficient mesh
connectivity over satellite links e.g. DVB-RCS2). Additionally, bulk and packet encryption/decryption,
multi-beam or steerable communication antennas, dynamic bandwidth and resource allocation techniques
(e.g. enhanced DAMA), and enhanced Random access techniques that integrate security, privacy, and
mobility for Hybrid Terrestrial/Satellite Networks must be considered.
The current development of FI provides an excellent opportunity for satellite industry. Satellite can provide
essential functions such as large coverage areas, flexible bandwidth allocation, dynamic
multicasting/broadcasting capability, optimised backhauling, or ubiquitous services that will help to satisfy
the FI user requirements.
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5.5

Terminals: User-Friendliness and Reconfigurability

On the user terminal side, the prioritisation of the R&D challenges depend on the terminal category being
considered, as summarised in the table below.
Consumer
Handheld

Professional
Handheld

Collective
Mobile
Broadband
and Broadcast
+
+

Fixed
Broadband
and Broadcast

SCADA/M2
M

Lower Price
+++
+
+++
++
Smaller Form +++
++
+
+++
Factor
++
++
+
+
++
Reduced
Power
Consumption
Enhanced
+++
+++
+++
+++
+++
Antennas
Software
+++
+++
+
+
++
Defined Radio
architecture
Higher data +++
+++
+++
+++
++
rate
Larger
+
+
+++
++
+
caching
Integration
+++
+++
++
+
+++
with
GNSS
(1)
(1) The integration with GNSS systems should not only be exploited for the provision of location
based and context aware services, but also to boost the terminal performance and capabilities thanks
to the presence of a highly precise and reliable time reference.
Table 9: Prioritisation of the R&D challenges for SatCom Terminals
5.5.1

Consumer and Professional Handheld

For hybrid handheld devices, power consumption of COTS products for usage in L and S Band is today
inline with that of terrestrial-only devices. Moreoever, adding new base band functionalities for the support
of additional radio interfaces is not the main cost driver. On the contrary, RF and antenna can significantly
affect cost, form factor and performance. Therefore, an effort has to be put on the antenna side to allow e.g.
the support of cross-polarisation re-use with low gain antennas and to improve reception at edge of coverage.
In more general terms, novel proposals are required for reduced hardware complexity MIMO terminals. A
promising technique for compact antenna terminals is the beamspace MIMO scheme with a single RF frontend. A terminal with a single active element and many parasitic elements shall provide increased
functionality allowing for beamforming, diversity or even multiplexing gains.
5.5.2

Collective Mobile Broadband and Broadcast

In order to easy outdoor unit installation, concepts for very low profile antennas shall be further developed in
order to allow high bandwidth communication on the move for collective mobile broadband; the foreseen
bands are Ku and Ka on the short/mid-term; however research for higher frequency bands shall be started as
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well (Q/V bands). For compact vehicular applications, multiband / diversity radiating element in the same
antenna for compact vehicular applications.
5.5.3

Fixed Broadband and Broadcast

For fixed terminals, self-pointing antennas allowing user-friendly self-installing procedures and wireless
connection between outdoor and indoor units are crucial.
Wideband receivers will be developed to allow the effective usage of the wideband transponders. The
receivers will be used in the terminals for the reception of x00, Msbs outbound; each terminal will use its
own data for the broadband receiving as well as for the broadcast reception. This might call for a new
standard that will be suitable and optimal for the MSB Terabits satellites support.
Lastly, integration of satellite access with other wired and wireless access technologies into one unique set
top box is a fundamental step for the provision of truly broadband connectivity also for today unserved and
underserved areas. Satellite services will be used to extend the capabilities of other access technologies using
multicast to deliver content and intelligent routing of traffic will optimise the use of multiple available
infrastructures depending upon the nature of the data and status of the other available networks.
5.5.4

SCADA/M2M

The forecast for satellite M2M shows significant growth in all industrial segments. However, some market
segments tend to be more satellite affine than others such as transportation, logistics and supply chain,
SCADA and energy. The major reasons for selecting satellite to connect devices are coverage and lack of
alternatives, real time machine data collection and high security requirements. The reported major
disadvantages of satellite communication are costs for the service and hardware. A strong demand is
expected in real time communication and the use of video which would require high data transmission
capabilities. Also power efficiency is a strong requirement that needs to be addressed as well as
interoperability. As new emerging applications are seen remote reconnaissance, environmental monitoring,
pollution control, traffic control as well as video surveillance and consumer M2M personal tracking. Finally,
there is clearly an opportunity to considerably increase satellite M2M use through new developments to
reduce hardware costs including low form factor and to provide greater standardization. Greater
standardization should increase interoperability and thereby increase competition, further acting to reduce
operating costs for adopters. In this direction, a frequency flexible approach (e.g., operating in C, Ku, and Ka
band) is preferable.

5.6

Services and applications: Ubiquity and Dependability

5.6.1

Ubiquitous Broadband Access

Satellite is the only cost efficient way to complement fibre optic and cover 100% of population in order to
meet the challenging objectives set forth in the European Digital Agenda by the European Commission.
Indeed, with fibre costs deployment costs up to 5 000 € per household in rural areas (source: Datar, feb.
2010), strong uncertainties exist on the actual capacity to connect these underserved regions with very high
speed rates similar to the ones which will be available in more populated areas, without considering a key
satellite contribution to the global telecom networks.
Within this context, satellites will be able to provide a broadband global area network service for fixed and
mobile terminals. i.e., land, maritime, and aeronautical terminals. In this perspective, terrestrial and satellite
hybrid or integrated systems shall be investigated both at service, terminal, network or possibly radiointerface level. All of the previous described R&D issues shall converge in order to support satellite role in
helping EC to reach the Ubiquitous broadband access and allow the further deployment of innovative
applications like telemedicine, e-learning or simply an easy access to information economic activities that are
at the base of European competitiveness and societal growth.
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In order to make feasible the above objectives, the following specific research actions are necessary:
 Shaping of the SatCom performance to the user needs (professional, business communities, consumeroriented ...)
 Mechanisms to efficiently facilitate the integration of SatCom in the plethora of many other terrestrial
solutions. Terrestrial and satellite hybrid or integrated systems shall be investigated both at service,
terminal, network or possibly radio-interface level.
 Development of applications in real time control on the basis of the satellite visibility and signal delay.
 Real time operations specifically addressing the institutional users, through broadband network
integration of SatCom with GMEs, GIS, etc. And allowing the representation of situation picture,
updated images, etc.
 Techniques, architectures, technologies which can further assist the implementation of the usage of
SatCom in the applications like telemedicine, e-learning, surveillance, etc.
5.6.2

Emergency Bidirectional Communications and Backhauling

Besides for commercial services (broadcasting, multimedia transmission, broadband services for fixed and
mobile terminals, etc.) satellites are also suited for other application scenarios targeting public services,
emergency services, data relay services, etc.
Concerning public services, the monitoring and the protection of critical infrastructures such as pipelines and
oil platforms or energy plants, depend on data (e.g. SCADA applications) transmission via satellite. And also
coastal and maritime security has already increased thanks to the use of new satellite technologies suitable
for tracking the position and the state of vessels and goods transported in high seas out of the reach of
terrestrial signal (e.g. Automatic Identification Systems) and satellite imagery.
Satellites are essential for emergency services and in alert systems. Emergency communications need fast
and reliable communication links rather than high bandwidth connections, as for commercial/multimedia
communications. In case of floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and other major disasters, terrestrial
communication networks could be damaged and not be able anymore to provide the services required by first
responder teams, such as, for example, a robust voice communication system. In this case, only satellites are
actually able to cover the whole scene with a bidirectional link and provide broadband services. In the
network backbone, they can provide resilient backup links (e.g., for the TETRA network) while, at the edge
of the network, their inherent broadcast capabilities make it possible to reach in a single hop a high number
of alert recipients. Satellites are also well suited for providing the required degree of resilience that allows
governments the continued operations and provision of essential services even in most severe contingencies,
and private industries the business continuity.
In emergency communication scenarios, the communication priority level, pre-emption mechanisms among
communications with different priority levels, and group calls are of primary importance. These types of
services are one of the most important characteristics of the TETRA standard for terrestrial emergency
communications. Therefore, a satellite, or hybrid terrestrial/satellite, network should consider call priority,
pre-emption mechanisms, as well as group calls. Within this scenario the integration of emergency
communications within a satellite networks could be investigated as an integrated system where some
terminals are directly connected to the satellite network, or as a backhaul communication conveying the
TETRA calls by respecting the emergency calls system requirements in terms of priority, timing, delays, etc.
In order to make feasible the above objectives, the following specific research actions are necessary:
 Development of the technologies necessary to make reality the ambitions of the ISICOM architecture.
 Implementation of a campaign of demonstrations and pilots showing the capabilities of the SatCom
technologies to relevant users, which would allow shaping the performance of the developed services
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and applications. In this effort, the complementarily of research programmes (like FP7) and development
programmes (like Cohesion and Structural Funds) should be explored.
Development of applications and services suitable for high bandwidth demand environment in maritime,
land and aeronautical usage under institutional environment.
Development of Transmit/receive capabilities up to 100 Mbps while on the move, which will imply new
designs for antenna technologies coping with link variations while on the move.
Integration of Communications, Navigation and GMEs networks and their respective to support the
management of emergency scenarios, which require development of:
new methods of collection, analysis and integration of pre- and post-event GMES data, the data fusion
techniques among the information coming from earth observation systems and the information collected
by sensors deployed on site;
techniques to allow context evaluation through cognitive approaches in order to identify the best
transmission strategies, taking into account the scarcity of resources in an emergency context;
techniques for advanced localization techniques which are based on the use of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) assisted by available positioning information, which can be derived from both
the communication and monitoring network.
new adaptive cooperative approach based on communication among users, communication network,
emergency control and coordinator center and HAPs or mini-satellites constellation, towards better
performances.
Cooperation with other initiatives in the area of emergency and disaster relief situation: MONET,
eSPONDER, etc.
Development of techniques and security mechanisms to facilitate the prioritization of communications.
The designed emergency network should be capable to tunnel priority communications between the
same type of terminals but also to assure an adequate priority level when heterogeneous systems are
connected in an emergency situation.
Development of techniques to allow the interoperability of SatCom networks in a communications
environment using several technologies and Standards, like MANET, VANET, LTE, Advanced LTE.
Consequently, technologies capable to operate with higher modulation schemes and precise
synchronization, minimal jitter are to be searched.
Specific environments are those which required careful monitoring and protection of critical
infrastructures such as pipelines, oil platforms, energy plants, etc. Novel cooperative beamforming
techniques are necessary by wireless sensor networks for the efficient communication with remote
stations either satellite or high altitude platforms. New paradigms are required for multi or single hop
architectures.

5.6.3

Ubiquitous Messaging Services (SMS over Satellite, M2M, SCADA, Smart
Infrastructure)

A new range of applications can take advantage by low data rate return link in combination with a broadcast
forward link. Among them, the support of machine-to machine communication services for the vehicular
market, Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) services (fixed and mobile devices), low cost
sensors for smart infrastructure (i.e. more efficient and environmentally friendlier systems for managing e.g.
commuter traffic, food distribution, electric grids and waterways) and, more generally, the possibility of
equipping consumer handhelds with a low data rate satellite radio interface for ubiquitous messaging
services represent good and sound opportunities.
Satellite M2M networking is gaining popularity in a wide range of governmental and commercial markets
owing to the considerable benefits offered by the technology. For certain industries, such as oil and gas,
utilities, and transportation and distribution, wherein large number of assets are deployed in remote locations
with inadequate cellular coverage, M2M becomes an expensive proposition unless satellite networks are
deployed. Satellite M2M is preferred for high-end applications requiring wide coverage, particularly in
oceans, deserted, or rural areas, and for performing mission-critical monitoring. Along these lines, the main
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future targeted applications by the European SatCom industry are the following, all towards the SatComenabled “Internet of Things” Objective:
 Transport and logistics (Transportation sector)
 Security
 Industrial (construction and heavy machinery)
 Energy
These services can make use of the return link capacity for the transmission of low rate data, requiring only a
small fraction of capacity in the forward direction. It is crucial to minimize the cost of the user terminals and
the cost of the communications to render these services economically viable. Moreover, suitably optimised
access technologies shall be used to cope with a potentially very large population, with a modest individual
data rate demand.
Among others, the following developments are necessary:
 Development of procedures for harmonized monitoring and measurement of QoE.
 Combined applications making use of low data rate return links and broadcast forward link.
 Environments for applications supporting machine-to machine communication services for the vehicular
market.
 Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) services (fixed and mobile devices).
 Low cost sensors for smart infrastructure (i.e. more efficient and environmentally friendlier systems for
managing e.g. commuter traffic, food distribution, electric grids and waterways)
 Techniques to allow the possibility of equipping consumer handhelds with a low data rate satellite radio
interface for ubiquitous messaging services.
 Technologies for the minimization of the cost of the user terminals and the cost of the communications
to render this kind of services.
 New optimized access technologies to cope with a potentially very large population, with a modest
individual data rate demand.
5.6.4

Enhanced Broadcast Experience

Due to their large coverage areas and to the fact that cost per bit does not depend on the user position within
such coverage area, satellite communications are ideal for the provision of broadcasting services, as the great
commercial success of digital SDTV and today also HDTV via satellite testifies.
The provision of traditional broadcast services to individual earth stations is evolving. More and more, the
receiving systems are becoming more complex, where combination of several technologies and services is
made at the reception point. The Community receiving systems (sometimes called Satellite Master Antenna
Television systems) need research to identify mechanisms to integrate a plethora of several standards, where
satCom systems need a place.
Moreover, traditional broadcasting, as we intend it today, is expected to change since more content will be
delivered as part of the internet in future. TV consumption in the future is likely to be multiparty (Social TV)
and multiview, with reception being on a variety of terminals. Thus satellite delivery paradigm shall adapt
accordingly to fullfill different requirements with respect to those of existing broadcasting services.
Among others, the following technology developments are necessary:
 Techniques for more efficient provision of scalable video quality (3D/HDTV/SDTV) so that the same
signal could be used by user terminal with different capabilities.
 Techniques for the support of interactive broadcast services, which entails the need for a low rate, though
reliable and economically sustainable return channel.
 Technologies that can support mobility, through hybrid and/or integrated satellite and terrestrial
networks.
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Technologies and procedures to facilitate the implementation of several levels of interactive and
immersive applications are necessary (low return channel, high broadband return channel in SatCom
and/or hybrid scenario).Network architectures to integrate several reception mechanisms like the
Community Broadcast SatCom reception systems. Facilitation of community receiving (including
interactive) systems for DVB-S2, DVB-RCS in combination with DVB-T2, DVB-C2, IPTV, etc, require
new guidelines for implementation.
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6

Conclusion

ISI vision is to foster the development of innovative SatCom solutions addressing in priority the goal of
broadband for all (as a key contribution to the European Digital Agenda fixed by the European Commission),
the improvement of security of persons and goods, the goal of sustainable and efficient economy. The
European SatCom industry research priorities are to enable the development of innovative technologies,
products and services up to large scale pre operational experimentations in these domains.
The ISI Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda identifies new R&D initiatives that shall be promoted and
supported by Public bodies such as:
 Very high speed broadband access SatComs in conjunction with fibre and wireless networks
 Reconfigurable, resilient and secured broadband connectivity SatComs to support professional and
institutional telecommunication demands (e.g. Private communication networks, Backhaul,
Backbone connectivity, public safety)
 Integration/hybridising of future SatComs with future terrestrial networks addressing the goal of
sustainable and efficient economy
 Enhanced broadcast systems, efficiently supporting scalable video quality (3D/HDTV/SDTV),
mobility and interactivity
In particular the goals are to seek improved Satellite Communication solutions on the following aspects:
 Lower service fee, higher data rate
 Easy set-up & operation of energy efficient terminals
 Open platform enabling seamless service interoperability with future terrestrial networks
 Resilience, Security and flexibility
These research activities will help the European SatCom industry to
 Strengthen its positioning on the international competitive commercial and institutional markets
 Propose added valued and harmonised solutions complementing future terrestrial networks in
tackling societal challenges of Europe as well as other continents
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